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EDITORIAL

Vol. 4, No. 9

Transcending
Afro-Pessimism
So distressing has the African Condition become that African
scholars at

meeting in Namibia on Thirty Years of
Independence in Africa; Problems and Prospects, found it
appropriate to coin and even discuss a new concept in African
social science: Afro-pessimism. (The main feature articles
herein
especially that by Bourenane — deal with this
depressing mood with respect to the perceptions about the
current political and economic crisis that grips the continent.
Not too long ago and in the context of a similar subject
(SAPEM, Vol 2, No. 5, Feb. 1989), we cited the cynical but
perhaps even true story about a peasant who found himself
compelled to ask his politician son: "When will this
independence thing end? We are tired of it!" This is a sad
indictment on the record of the thirty years of
post-independence Africa; it is an economic, political and
a

recent

—

social terrain that has reduced even the most historic of
Africa’s achievements — political independence from
colonialism — to an object of contempt and ridicule.
That sad record is now well known and we have referred to
it in some of our previous issues. Since 1960,3 out of 5 countries
in North Africa, 10 out of 15 in West Africa, 5 out of 8 in East
Africa and 7 out of 8 in Central Africa have been under

military rule at least

once. And with Lesotho’s recent
experience in this regard, the disease has reached Southern
Africa. As we pointed out in the Editorial on the occasion of
the Silver Jubilee of the OAU (SAPEM, Vol. 1, No. 9, June
1988):
Add to all this scene ofpolitical malaise the significance of the
fact that none of the Founding Fathers ofthe OAU were present
atthe Silver Jubiliee Celebrations in Addis A baba in May 1988:
a good number
of them having been victims of the musical
chairs that is now clearly part of our political culture in Africa.
A nd what about the issue of Human Rights or Democracy? Or
the related one of the plight of African radical scholars and activists that have been forced into exile, declared enemies of the
State when their mission is simply to see how best the African

condition

But the

can

be

improved?

political crisis itself is

an outcome of the economic
Africa’s condition is pregnant with crisis: it
accounts for about 10% of the total world population but
contributes only about 1% of the total industrial output and
less than 3 % of the total Gross National Product (GNP). Africa
has 22 of the 36 poorest countries of the world; and the lowest

crisis. And

per

so

capita income of all the continents. It has a foreign debt of
than 200 billion US

dollars, and the rate of inflation is
annually. According to Samir Amin (in his latest
book, Maldevelopment; Anatomy of a Global Failure), "It has
long been known that Africa’s development has broken down.
If the 1960s were characterised by the great hope of seeing an
more

about 25%

2

irreversible process of development launched ... in Africa,
particularly, the present age is one disillusionment." More
important, asserts Samir Amin, such attempts at solving
Africa’s crisis as the Structural Adjustment Programmes
(SAPs) and World Bank/IMF measures have .succeeded only
in rendering the continent "weaker", "desperate",
"subordinated and marginalised" (p.3) in the international
community.

Like Samir Am in and other African scholars concerned with
this subject, Peter Anyang Nyong’o and Naceur Bourenane
not

only lament about the African condition but also reflect in
new mood of
hope and expectation that is
breezing through the continent. For, this alternative
development strategy (that African scholars are busy
discussing) has to be essentially political in content, national
and popular. It constitutes the alternative approach to the
current Afro-pessimism (that has also become an ideology:
suggesting that Africa’s condition is so bad that it is virtually
insurmountable; seeking to reinforce and institutionalise
Africa’s sense of helplessness; reducing the continent into the
homogeneous whole of hopeles.sness, misery, starvation and
general anarchy; an object of pity, paternalism and
international charity.) The contributions by these two leading
African scholars
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o and Naceur
Bourenane—will help redeem many of those who have fallen
victim to Afro-pessimism. But there is still much to be done if
such hope is to become a reality for future generations on the
continent. Furthermore, Africa’s recovery has also to be
related to the international and global situation wherein lie the
origins of most of her problems. As Samir Amin states in the
their work the

—

book

already referred to:

The

political plan is precisely one for a polycentric world, not
five ‘great powers’ (United States, Soviet Union,
Europe, Japan, China) replacing the duopoly of two superpowers and continuing to marginalise the Third World, but a
genuinely polycentric world providing Asia, Africa and luitin
America with real scope for development. The profound differenceS between these regions, stemming certainly from their
unequal economic development but also from their social options (‘capitalism’ or ‘socialism’) and their cultural roots, entail a variety ofpaths of development, complementary in character but not reducible to a ‘universal remedy’. This vision
of the
future demands the establishment of regional spaces founded
on close co-operation between national economies that are individually autocentric, and articulated on a relationship where
adjustment is no longer seen in a one-way direction in which
the weak surrender to the demands of the strong, but as interdependent in the true meaning of the word. This plan is the only
prospective means of resolving the ‘development issue’ and ensuring t^rld peace and security (p.4).
restricted to

Sapem June. 1991
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Flight of Mengistu

obituary

on a

regime of blood and terror

Rakiya Omaar
IMBABWE recently gave refuge
to one of the worst human rights

peeled ease from an ailing despot, Haile
Selassie, the junta was uncertain as to how

abusers anywhere in the world —
Mengistu Haile Mariam — the former
strongman of Ethiopia. He was respon-

it had inherited. Mengistu
simple answer to the daunting
problems the new government faced —
brute force. He physically eliminated every

Z

sible for the death of hundreds of
thousands of

Ethiopians and the suffering, exile and impoverishment of millions more. He came to power at a time
when there were hopes for a progressive
and democratic government in Ethiopia
but fled last month leaving the country
destitute and divided, with most of the
cream of an entire generation dead,
abroad

or

to use

had

the power

a

person who stood between him and absolute power, starting with 60 members of
the previous regime who were summarily
executed in November 1974. In

February

Animal Farm-like

1977, he gunned his way to absolute power

by killing his immediate rivals in

a

Corrupted by power, Mengistu soon
began to change. Animal Farm-like, into
the image of the emperor he had deposed
and many believe, had personally murdered. The trappings of his palace, exposed
by the incoming government in recent
weeks, reveal an obsession with military

palace

shoot-out.

fearful.

The Red Terror

Mengistu’s origins arc obscure. Recently, people have speculated that he was the
illegitimate son of an aristocrat — but in
truth, nobody knows where he came from.
He emerged from the collective anonymity
of the ruling military committee, known as
the Dergue. during the revolution of 19745, through his determination and ruthlessness. Having seized power with unex-

—

One of the bloodiest

phases of
the Red Terror of
1977-8. In response to an urban insurrection led by students, Mengistu unleashed
rival cadres and security forces on the
young and educated population of Addis
Mengistu’s rule

was

targeted for

On other occasions, the families

brutality he had shown during the Red Ter-

left

corpses were

required to

were

were

on street

Anxious relatives and friends who

approached the
arrest.

pay a

"wasted bullet" in order

dollar for each
to recover

the

bodies. Perhaps 100 000 were imprisoned
without trial and many were tonured. Up to
a million fled abroad. Urban dissent was
crushed and the educated class of Ethiopia
has

never

recovered.

Mengistu
cause

was able to succeed partly beof his ruthlessness
he survived
—

life because of his alability to pre-empt would-be

many attempts on his

Uncanny ability to pre-empt would-be
rivals: Mengistu

most

'

With military assistance from the USSR,
Mengistu built the largest and bestequipped army in sub-Saharan Africa and
pul down rural insurrection with the same

comers.

Ministry of Inhfmation. Zimbabwe

paraphernalia and symbols of domination,
More importantly, Mengistu treated the
peasants of Ethiopia with contempt, systematically eliminating any hint of dissent
by force of arms.

Ababa and other cities. Tens of thousands
of young people were summarily executed
on the streets or in prison. On some oc-

casions, their bodies

SapemJUNE, 1991

and subjugated Ethiopians felt
towards the previous feudal regime of
Haile Selassie, with its deep corruption and
contempt for the rights of citizens,
However, in spite of the rhetoric, the
socialism preached by Mengistu did not
seem prompted by any sense of idealism
about how to improve the lives of ordinary
people,
many poor

uncanny

assassins and strike first. He also survived
because he embodied the

loathing that

After his army emshed the Somali invasion in 1978, he turned his attention to
the insurgencies by the Ogaden Somalis
ror.

and the Oromo

the largest ethnic group
Ethiopia, but a people dominated by the
ruling Amhara for a century. For 10 years,
repeat this military success in the
northern provinces of Eritrea and Tigray,
sending tens of thousands of young, conscript soldiers to an early death. Illprepared, they were sent to face the guns of
—

in

some of the hardiest guerrillas in the world,
^ succession of massive offensives burned
the

countryside, leaving only wasteland in
3

No

sense

of idealism about how to

improve the lot of ordinary people: the backstreets of Addis Ababa

their wake. Thousands of unarmed civilians

leashed, he pressed on towards the final

died in innumerable

military solution that always evaded him
and ultimately destroyed him. Northern
peasants knew that they would never be
free from famine while Mengistu and his
army remained in power. The Ethiopian
People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front
(EPRDF) grew out of peasant resistance to
Mengistu’s excesses. Conscript soldiers
refused to fight unwinnable wars on behalf
of a government that rewarded their
families with only poverty and oppression,
Able politicians and technicians fled
abroad. No citizen spoke against the regime
in public, but no-one defended it in private,
When he began to lose the war on the battie field, he was on his own. At the very end,
Mengistu began to speak of compromise —

force

massacres.

The air-

unleashed against farms and
places, bringing most commerce to
halt. Combined with a drought, these
was

maricet
a

military policies led directly to disastrous
famine.
In other areas of the country, Mengistu
banned all forms of political association ex-

controlled by his
single party, the Workers’ Party of
Ethiopia. Total acquiescence was expected
from the population — and achieved, by
dint of imprisoning or killing all who failed
to cooperate. No dissenting voice was

cept those directly
Leninist

heard

on

the national media

—

but

no

Ethiopian believed a word that the government pronounced publicly.
The
In the

under the

Weight of Tyranny

end, Mengistu’s regime buckled

weight of its own tyranny. His intransigence was his undoing. Had he offered compromise when victorious in the
late 1970s, he could have achieved peace.
But caught in the violence he had un4

but

no-one

too

late.

believed him. It

was too

little,

Mengistu to be Extradited
The EPRDF has

promised that members
of the former government who have committed gross human rights abuses will be
brought to a fair trial, under the scrutiny of

international observers. No-one deserves to
be prosecuted in Ethiopia for crimes
against humanity more than Mengistu
Haile Mariam. Whatever the diplomatic
context of Mengistu’s flight to Zimbabwe,

it is inconceivable that the people of Zimbabwe want impunity for a man with such
a murderous record. There has already been
a demonstration in the city of Gondar calling for Mengistu’s extradition. There will
undoubtedly be similar demonstrations
elsewhere. It has been suggested that
Mengistu’s links to Zimbabwe are an expression of appreciation for Mengistu’s
military assistance during Zimbabwe’s war
for independence. If true, that mark of
gratitude is owed to the people of Ethiopia,
not to their former dictator. Once satisfied
that the EPRDF will honour its promise of
a

fair trial, the Government of Zimbabwe

should co-operate in facilitating

Mengistu’s extradition to Ethiopia to suind
jj^ precedent is set in Addis
Ababa, seat of the OAU, it may help deter
other rulers from perpetrating similar
crimes against their peoplc.D
Sapem June, 1991
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The African Awakening
Peter Anyang' Nyong'o
This article is

adapted from

a paper presented

at an AAPS conference in Windhoek, Namibia, May 23-25, 1991

HE African Association of Politi-

T

cal Sciences holds this conference
at

critical and epochmaking time. Not only does our conference mark the first anniversary of
Namibia’s independence, it is also held at
a time when important changes are
taking place in the Republic of South
Africa
thanks to many years of unrelenting struggle for liberation by the
a

very

—

South African

people. Elsewhere in

Africa, struggles for a second inde-

pendence

beginning to bear fruit.

are

We, therefore,
celebrate

our

here not only to

come

victories, but to pause and

take stock of the past,

present and future

of Africa. To build

the past

lenge the future,
simistic; at the
wallow in

on

and chal-

we must not

same

time,

we

be

pes-

Epoch-making time: Mugabe and Nujoma, the leaders of Africa’s two youngest

must not

nations, toast to
A Look Back Into

Nonetheless, there is good news from
Africa. The

good

awakening from

news
years

is that people

are

of slumber under

authoritarian rule to take their future into

as

it

own

hands; to make their own history

were.

The bad

news

is that certain

regimes which have enjoyed absolute
power over "terrorised natives" are reluctant to
turn

democratic future

euphoria and claim non-exis-

tent victories.

their

a

let go;

they are doing all they can to

back the clock of

history. But,

as

Jaramogi Oginga Odinga, the interim
chairman of the

emerging opposition Na-

tional Democratic

Party (NDP) said recent-

ly regarding the Kenyan situation:
The clock cannot be turned back-

wards; democratic changes will be

home-grown.
SappsM June, 1991

societies. One of these

The advocates of the

single-party system
that tra^ditional African
societies were always akin to the single
party system. Contrary to the statements of
in Africa argue

self-criticism that he made in 1990,

Mwalimu Julius
some

statements

Nyerere, judging from
he made at the Jomo

Kenyatta International Airport recently,
remains

an

adamant advocate of this view.

While it is tme that

and social

dynamics of these
changes involved
the introduction of production for the
market, superintended by a modem state
complete with all its complex institutions
of power and authority and its demands on
society to produce the surplus necessary for
maintaining administrative and ideological

structures

History

superstructures.

Obviously, in the case of Africa, there
general resistance to the establishment
of state structures which engaged in the
political oppression and economic exploitation of the African peoples. This
was

political parties,

as

such, did not exist in so-called traditional
African societies, it also follows logically
that the concept political party cannot be
used in analysing politics in pre-capitalist

resistance led

African societies.

colonial rule

one-party system on

ments were

People who justify the
the basis of our cultural heritage have, therefore, been essentially involved infalse analogies.
With the colonisation of African

societies, several changes occurred in the

who

to

supported, and

colonial rule. These
were

the modification of

time and eventually elefound in the AfriÄn societies
over

were
were

active agents of,
elements which

beneficiaries of this rule and who, of

necessity, became its support cushions.
5

formed very poorly, not so much because
of the one-party system per je, but more because

of the rigid

"socialisms" that

ideologies and text book
single parties in Africa

tended to adhere to.
No one-party regime in Africa can boast
of democratic practice nor of a good record

human rights.

Sekou Toure’s Guinea had
Gulag Archipelagos; Mobutu’s
Zaire excelled in repression as a policy in
maintaining a kelptocratic regime in
on

its

own

power; Banda’s Malawi has been the best

police state in Africa. The list can continue and the records of single-party

run

regimes will
wherever

grow worse and worse

we turn to

The

in Africa.

Changes Occurring

Thus the

political changes that the

African people have been asking for arc
based in their concrete experiences: years
of

Phdo: Afrapu

Ttirning backwards the clock of change? South African troops patrol unrest
in Cape Town
Africans were no longer the cultural
homogeneous people mled by benevolent

•

chiefs who discussed with the elders under
a tree

for hours and hours until

African

were

groups and
ests and

divided into

they agreed.
multiple social

categories with different inters

why the struggle for

independence became so difficult; Africans
a united front against the
colonial regime. Political parties had to be
organised to mobilise the people and
develop a strong enough constituency for
the independence platform. These political
parties represented diverse interests in
society and it is only on one issue that they
seemed to agree: the getting rid of colonial
did not have

only after independence that the
nationalists, now enjoying state power,
was

started to convince the

people that the
single party system would be in their interTo be

brief, these

advanced*!o

were

support the

the arguments

single party

project:
•

6

was not

•

the

single party would promote national
unity;

people trusted their governments too much,
made them bite what they could not chew,
entrusted them with public resources that
were not

but

whatever differences would emerge,
these could be freely discussed under the

single party regime as democracy and
human rights would be practised.

more

What the Record Shows

Congo and

single

party regimes, including Nyererc’s in Tanon

all four

counts.

single parties reigned
post-independence

period cannot claim any more national
unity than in conditions where multi-parties
have existed. Botswana, a multi-party state
since independence and as ethnically
homogeneous as Somalia, is a much more
prosperous and united nation

up

the rolling dunes of the

Sahara Desert.

Democracy is

not about what govern-

do; it is about what the people do to

make their governments

The record, however, shows that

zania, generally failed

through the

thickets of the tropical rain forests of the

ments

Countries where

only squandered for personal gain,

tragically — left to be chewed
by the mice and gnawed by the ants from
—

the ant-hills of the savannah,

necessary; and

supreme for most of the

rule.

est.

since the people were generally agreed
that the government was to engage itself

development, party politics

realised, aspirafrustrated, efforts that were
misdirected, invesunents that never paid
were never

were

back. And all this because the African

people’s efforts would be directed
towards nation-building and not wasted
;
on politics;

in

different attitudes towards the

colonial state. This

It

•

areas

hopes that

tions that

today than
Somalia which has degenerated into clan
wars due to 20
years of misrule under Siad
Barre’s single party dictatorship. In terms
of development, Nyerere’s Tanzania per-

accomplish
people-oriented activities. The people must
first of all have power to make their governments do what they want before they can

expect these governments to rule

democratically. In other words, democracy
is

given by the government to the
people; it is possessed by the people in their
productive activities, political organi.sations and ideological orientations before
not

the governments can

be compelled to rule

democratically because they

are

based, because their powers

are

from
.

In

peoplederived

popular consent.
Cameroon, for example,

forced the Paul

Biya regime

tire

people

to accept

SAPF..M June, 1991

multi-party politics. But once Paul Biya did
this, he started placing obstacles to the
democrat! sation process by refusing the
people the chance to discuss what these
parties would do to improve life in society,
what the

new

constitution should look like

should be given to the
governing society. The people have
now gone to the streets to force Biya to
recognise their demands, including telling
him to quit the presidency. They are sue-

and what powers
state

in

ceeding.

one

important as the national
budget and as insignificant as who commands the police post down the road, are
almost always made by a small coterie of
party officials or a cabal of sycophants who
are the constant companions of the head of

saying that
governments are there to serve them, the
people are not there to serve governments.
people

are

as

state.

The
Africa
been
to

The African

party and subsequently by one man.

Decisions

corruption in one-party regimes in
shows that the African people have

governed but they have not been able
The single-

public policy; perspectives representing
conflicting interests in social relations. The
multi-party advocates

does not allow effective ways
the

looking for

/

representative and accountable

govern-

ments; the

oligarches in the single-party
regimes are looking into ways and means
of

maintaining their privileges by

rationalising one-party authoritarianism
even in the face of its popular rejection.
International

conuol their governments.

party system

are

qualitative changes that will lead to Uuly

Responses

The international environment, ever

of keeping governments accountable to

since the fall of the Berlin Wall, has

people. The governments do not hear the
voice of the people since the only channel

responded to popular pressures for

This is the basic democratic demand that

single-party advocates do not understand. Democratic theory, from ancient

of communication is from

most

most

Greece to the famous Convention in

Philadelphia in 1776, has always been
about empowering people to govern themselves. The state, in democratic theory

—

Hegel believed — is always viewed with suspicion by the people.
People must have the right to come together

contrary to what

and discuss their affairs

freely; they must

then communicate their ideas to discussion

forums

involving other organised

groups

seeking to influence state action. The state
must then listen to them and implement
their ideas, not breathe down their throats

what, from the point of view
nors,

should be taken

as

of the gover-

non-debatable

public policy.
is all about. To

governed and yet to control our gover-

nors, as

George B. Shaw

once put

it. To be

governed only on condition that those who
derive their power to do so on a
daily plebiscite, a daily empowerment of
govern

the state

by the people to carry out certain

public duties.
Perhaps it is because of this cardinal idea
a daily plebiscite that democratic
regimes have such complex systems of
laws for accountability and transparency in
the performance of public duties. African
post-independence regimes, almost systematically, sought to dismande these complex systems in preference to the rule by

of
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usually done by state monopoly of communication systems

such as state radio and

reactionary response was that of a

group

of British Members of Parliament

visiting Kenya in early 1990 who conis still the

eluded that the one-paity system

thing for Africa. For them, it was im-

television stations, state newspapers, or

best

belonging to the ruling party.
Where independent newspapers exist, they

portant that

newspapers

quite often subjected to tremendous
self-censorship due to fear of offending the
are

powers

that be by publishing dissenting

views.

Monolithism in

political organisation

people be content with any
government they have. In Kenya, they had
not seen any demonstrations, any tanks on
the streets nor any soldiers wielding
bayonets at the airport. Conclusion; the
Kenyan government is a good one and the
people are content with what is going on.
As ridiculous

logically leads to monolithism in ideas and
hence lack of any

critical evaluation of

The

new

mood in Africa is that this

monolithism must be broken. Pluralism
be

encouraged in the world of
generating ideas as well as in the realm of
political organisation. Thus, while existing
one-party regimes are busy blaming advocates of democracy for importing/ore/g«
ideologies into the continent in the attempts
to solve current problems, the latter are preoccupied with explaining their positions to
the people at home and abroad regarding
the need for far-reaching national
democratic revolutions. The struggle for
democracy is thus home-grown from the
point of view pf its advocates and foreign
imposed from the point of view of the
defenders of the single-party regime.
That is
ways

as

it should be; for

of view of

as

it

seems

from the point

political assessment and a
analysis, this is perhaps

sane

social scientist’s

public policy.

must

That is what democracy
be

the .'itate to the
people and not the other way round. This is

democracy in Africa in several ways. The

politics is al-

about contradictory perspectives in

views of Westerners who
are basically backward
and cannot be judged on the basis of any
universal matrix. From our point of view,
however, human rights are universal; to be
typical of

many

think that Africans

ruled

by

a

democratic system is enshrined

in the U.N. Charter and the

as

it were,

dowed by

Universal

Rights. All beings,
are bom equal and they are en-

Declaration

on

Human

their Creator to enjoy all the basic

rights that pertain to them qua human
beings and not as people of this or that
colour, this or that continent, this or that
sex,

this

or

that nationality or this or that

region.
The second

perspective is that of those
in Africa is not

who think that what goes on

imptortant; in any case, if there

is a cry for
7
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democracy now, it is only because changes
are occurring in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union. Thus, Africa simply reacts;
African people rarely initiate political
changes of their own.

name

changes

are

being imposed

however, know that there has
any

{wessure for democracy from

In

tance

been

That

can

be said, as observed in many

African countries in

our

book. Popular

Struggles for Democracy in Africas (London: Zed books,

1987), of the people of
Congo, Zaire, Kenya, Swaziland, Cote d’Ivoire and Mali. The struggle for

democracy has been there since independence; the only difference

now

is that

the world

conjuncture has changed thus
favouring the struggle of the people against

Photo: Tanzania Standard

Adamant advocate of the

single-party

system? Julius Nyerere at

Chama
Cha Mapinduzi conference
a

accountability and what is generally called
good governance.
This, from the point of view of the

popular forces in Africa, is

a very

good

situation. If there is any one

thing that has
retarded development in Africa during the
last 30 years, it is nothing but bad, irresponsible, corrupt and unimaginative govern-

of left, right, military and civilian
types. As Hamlet told Orphelia in

ment

Shakespeare’s play Hamlet,
telling these governments:

one

feels like

Get thee to a nunnery and stop breed-

repressive states in Africa. The people
must seize this (^portunity and accelerate
the making of their own history by
democratising their societies today and not

ing fools into the world.

Get thee

to

the democratic ballot box

and stop pretending you are govern-

The third perspective has been of those

ing by the people’s mandate.

democracy now. Interestingly enough, this call has come from diverse
quarters: donor agencies, social democrats,
on

or-

Progressive Demands
The

position of several progressive

democratic forces in Africa is that there is

point giving foreign aid and develop-

ganisations and international banking institutions. Attempts by certain sectors in

no

Africa

basically corrupt; governments which have
shown very little ability to use public
resources for the public good. If it is well

to read a

conspiracy theory in all this

has failed since these forces do not

have any

seem to

single common denominator except that they think democracy is good for
8

the

ment

assistance to governments which are

known that Presidents divert

essence

of the

Development Process in Africa, in Arusha,
Tanzania, in February 1990. The
ference theme was Putting

con-

the People First.

If the African

people are to be put first
people are crying aloud for
democratic government before anything
else, why are certain people in the West listening more to governments than to the
people? The laws of natural justice say that
one should not be a judge in hisAier own
case. It is interesting that the World Bank,
fOT example, has not found it fit to call an
international assembly of the representatives of the African people to ask them
what they think about debt, loans to their
own so-called governments,
special drawing rights, etc. When are the doubting
Thomases in the West going to put the
African people first?
and these

same

Those who want to put

Only this time we shall tell them:

tomorrow.

conservatives, church groups, popular

develop the people.
asking to be assisted in parto

African Charter for
Popular Participation in Development
adopted at the international conference on
Popular Participation in the Recovery and
was

the

who insist

to

accounts

ticipating in making their own history. This

article entitled When

alert
people, they did not accept one-party
willingly.

should assist

The people are

below.

A well educated and politically

their bank

By its very nature, development assis-

on

Change is
Delayed, published in Kenya’s Daily Nation (May 11,1991), Jonathan Derrick, discussing democratisation processes in
Cameroon, recently argued that the apparent docility of the Cameroonians under
one-party rules was merely skin-deep:
an

to

make African indebted in this manner?

time since independence when there

was no

development assistance, only

abroad? Does the West want to continue to

people,

never

of

giving presidential
regimes more funds, in the

transfer these funds

prefer this analysis because it supports their
them from outside. The African

is there of

authoritarian

The existing repressive regimesinAfrica
view that

swell their bank accounts abroad, what

to

sense

public funds

the people first
development assistance to democracy and the observation of
human rights in Africa. This is a non-negotiable condition as far as the African people
must

are

condition aid and

concerned. If there is

ever to

be

a

New

International Economic and Political

Order, it will be

an

order where the

democratisation of global decision-making
is complete by including the people in the

periphery at the global centres of decisionmaking, not through their governments, but
through truly representative institutions.
No system of world government has as yet
been thought about which caters for this ur-

gent democratic goal. The United Nations
is far from being satisfactory.D
Sapem June, 1991

What is the
Future of

Africa?
An alternative

approach to the
dominant

Afro-pessimism
Photo: CaVir) Dondo

Agriculture has performed erratically: peasant farmers tend

a

maize crop

Naceur Bourenane
TO ask the question today as to where
Africa is going seems to resemble more and

fantasy or to show a lack of
understanding of the realities of the conmore a mere

tinent, to the

extent to which the

evidence,

the analyses and the arguments appear clear
and the conclusions irrefutable. Indeed,
Afro-Pessimism has ended up being ac-

tifies their struggle for power, without considering alternative political or socioeconomic programmes which are, in most

cepted by everyone as the only realistic at-

cases,

non-existent

or even

identical to

titude.

those

This attitude, largely supported by the
official line of the authorities, by groups

power.

opposed to the regime in power on the continent, whether organised or not, by experts
of the international bodies responsible for
finance and development, is nevertheless
open to scrutiny. It is hardly neutral. It has,
for this reason, a precise social function in
the phase currently experienced by many

rent trends "normal" and unavoidable. For

countries of the continent in which a greater
and greater number of people, particularly
the youth, are demanding the right to speak
out

and to have

a

share in

shaping their fu-

currently applied by the regimes in
For the experts, it renders their

dominating interference

as power

the

cur-

all concerned, it provides a framework for
re-election, for problem-solving and for
implementation. Nevertheless, a more critical look at the type of information available
and the manner in which it is made use of
by those concerned would lead us to adopt
a less dogmatic and more balanced viewpoint, in so far as the achievements of three
decades of independence as well as the
prospects facing Africa on the threshold of

ture. The social movements which have

the second millenium.

in different regions of our continent, starting with what is referred to as
the Algerian October up to the Malian
spring, are becoming more widespread and
more intense. They are likely to spread to
other regions of the continent in different
forms and give rise to upheavals, the manning and ramification of which may be dif-

We propose in this context to take a brief
look at the position of the continent, start-

sprung up

\

Afro-pessimism plays different roles for
different people. For the regimes in power,
it justifies the selective economic austerity
which is imposed on them and which they
put in practice. For the opposition, it jus-

ficult

to

fathom.
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ing with a retrospective analysis of the
economic and social situation, based on
statistics and evidence generally agreed on.
This will provide an opportunity for a critical evaluation of the dominant analyses
which often exclude from their frame of
reference any information likely to give

rise

doubt

to

as to

their coherence and

ac-

curacy.
The

Approach of the Traditional
Framework

The first thing which attracts one’s attenone has a look at the many and

tion when
varied

writings on Africa is the
homogeneous nature attributed to the continent. A self-perpetuating viewpoint
would appear to exist, according to which
the continent is historically all the same and
very homogeneous, at least as far as the
economic, social and political fields are
concerned. In this configuration,
geographical and ethnic "particularities"
exist, enlarged and amplified or underplayed and glossed over, according to the
circumstances and the

use to which the information is put. But, despite these rather
minor differences, Africa is one, with the

same

history, subject to the

same con-

straints, facing the same problems and,
consequently going forward towards the
same future. This struggle is not new. It is
very old and goes back to the colonial
period. It was internalised by the African
leaders

during the struggle for political

liberation

to

emergence

such

of

an extent

a sort

that it led to the

of stereotype

pan-

africanism, which has served to retard
regional integration. This still survives and
endures, despite the increasing complexity
9
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of national economies the

relationship be-

countries, the states themselves and
the various components of social groupings, the result of geographical proximity.

tween

In the

name

of this

liberating

pan-

Africanism, the powers that be, those in opposition and the African intelligentsia,
whether already

trained or undergoing their
training, have denied the local social complexities and even endeavoured to destroy
them, considering them as pre-colonial
vestiges or as the result of the colonial
process. Nevertheless, what is becoming
increasingly obvious, with the regression
throughout the continent of the natibnstates, is the existence of the "local". This
can

take various forms but is evident

everywhere in a tendency of reappropriation of political and economic decisions
taken at national and international level by
power structures at the local level, largely
unknown since their existence

was

Photo: CaVv) Dondo

Industry is not making any progress: A textile factory in Zimbabwe (above).

pre-

viously denied. This is not only applicable
in the countryside where traditionalism is
said to hold sway but also in the towns
which have become even more important

Failing to meet the needs of a rapidly growing population: unemployment is one
of the greatest challenges facing Africa (below).
Photo: Catvin Dondo

in

numerous African countries. Ethnic,
tribal, regional and religious considerations
seem

today to have an unyielding historical
as a cultural, political,

consistency, as well

social and economic dimension.
The emergence of local power,

despite
rendering the society more
homogeneous and the generalised desire to
gloss over specifics, by any means, including violence, during the past three decades
attempts at

brings
the

us to ask a question. What would be
fate, whether today or in the past, of all

these

populations who have

no means

of

survival of their own, if these frameworks
of local solidarity did not exist? Where

would

be

today in terms of social inequality, poverty, malnutrition and death,
with the many forms of marginalisation and
exclusion, in particular, those connected
we

with the generalised application of the
structural adjustment programmes dictated
from "on

high"?
Perhaps the task of reversing the trend of

collective alienation should be undertaken,
in order to recognise the
complexity of both
collective and individual mechanisms of

reproduction and to consider these as the
basis of any viable project, from the
theoretical as well as the practical
point of
view.
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It is from this

starting point that

we

The Terms of Reference to the

should take off to look into the dominant

Prevalent Afro-Pessimism and its

analyses and examine their relevance,
using an approach which refuses to suggest

Conclusions: Africa, a continent

one

and the same solution for the whole

continent. We will start, therefore,

by the

prevalent Afro-pessimism, the theories

which underpin it and the analyses on
which it is founded.

headed towards the

Apocalypse

If, at the beginning of the 1960s, im-

mediately following the attainment of
political independence, rare were those
who doubted the economic

success

of the

continent, the situation has now been
reversed. Africa has today reached a state
SapEiM June, 1991
(

of

"development break-down". The stales
"people" would appear to be incapable of breaking the vicious circle of
regression and poverty. The policies and
economic programmes applied during the
past three decades turned out to be destruclive in all respects. From the ecological
point of view, the balance of nature has
been destroyed. Desertification and
drought, accompanied here and there by

well below that of the population. Consequently, the appeals made to international
bodies such as the UNFP.

of aid and assistance, whether they be aid
without strings attached or programmes of

IndusU7 would not appear to be making
any better progress. We arc even witnessing a massive and more pronounced de-industrialisation likely to confine the continent to its former role, that of the supplier

Thus,

of

"case",

a

how

gel rid of.

torrential rains, have got the better of a

considered

and the

fragile

way of life, creating a problem of
survival for populations reduced to subhuman conditions of existence. From the

economic and social
which accorded the

point of view, states
primary importance to

the towns and to the middle classes have
ended up

destroying the social equilibrium,
bringing about migrations, unhealthy
living conditions, poor or inadequate nulrition. From the political point of view, the
powers-thal-be, reluctant to adopt principles of power-sharing, tended to overlook
any critical evaluation of their performance

while the vital force of the nation

opted for internal
survive, in

an

or

external emigration to

environment where corrup-

tion and deceit

prevail. At the same time,
the meagre progress achieved during the
first two decades of independence is wiped

leaving only

mirage

day-dream.
There is no shortage of figures to support
such an approach. An infallible indicator is
the rate of growth of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). Equivalent to the rale of
population growth (nevertheless very high)
in the 1960s (3,3%), it came down to2,4%
in the 1970s. The rate became negative in
the following decade (-2,2% already in the
out,

a

or a

middlcoflhe 1980s). At the same time and

despite the lessening of its resources, the
recurring expenditures of the stale have
continued to grow. In relative terms, they
have tripled while ptersonal spending has
dropped.
In this context, agriculture has continued
to evolve and perform in an erratic manner,
while remaining profoundly infiuenced by
various calamities, whether they be
climatic or political. It has been adversely
affected by various disasters, starting with
locusts and ending up with civil wars, all of
which create starving hoards of people, totally dependent on external food aid to survive. For this rea.son, this sector would appear to
an

be heading backwards, with a lower

^ lower growth rate and one which falls
\

s;

Jpxr 199]

raw

materials. On this basis, there are

who consider that the 1980s can be
as lost years for Africa,
The gathering together of this evidence,
as -well as additional evidence pertaining to
the growing debt crises and the increasing
weight of servicing the debts, as well as the
drop in direct foreign investment, could go
on ad infinitum. All this constitutes proof
that the continent is going backwards into
generalised and absolute poverty. At the
same lime, other regions of the world are
heading in the opposite direction,
According to the estimates of the OECD,
jf
average income per capita in the West
represented 7 times that of an African in
1960, it represented 15 limes that of an
African in 1985. Compared with Latin
America or Asia, the disparities are even
more alarming and are proof of a
widening
g^p txitween production and productivity,
average revenue in Asia was half that
many

rcstructuration and economic reforms.

title for

a recent

an

article in

a

Kenyan daily: "Africa: Cry the Unlovcu
Continent!"

Also,

one

continent is

to

is forced to conclude that this

living beyond its

burden that

one no

means. It is a
longer knows

Consequently, pictures provided by the
media take the

place of analysis and form

the basis of decisions taken about invest-

disinvestment by

foreign companics. In addition, the traditional partners
of the continent, when they do not disengage themselves, tend to give preference
to "sure" and short-term operations.
In such a context, it is not surprising to
note that the difference plans and international programmes (i.e. UN-PAARED,
SAP, WB, APPER-IMF) have remained a
menl or

dead letter and have had little effect

reversal and the

drying

on

the

of dircx:i foreign
investment (DFI). Nevertheless, the rigid
management carried out by expatriate personncl and the heavy burden thus created
have kept on growing. One is almost
tempted to say that, with a few exceptions,
up

it has become the unavoidable and unchal-

of Africa in 1960 while Latin America’s

Icngcablc master of major economic

was

twice that of Africa. In 1985, the trend
had reversed itself in favour of Asia (1,25

decisions.

more) while Latin America earned three

It is in this context, and on the basis of
these elements and others which arc re-

times what Africa earned per

capita,

According to the World Bank, two-thirds
Qf jhe rural population in Africa is below
jhg poverty threshold (WB 1989). Accordjf,g jq ^he OECD, the loss of per capita income was more

disastrous in the 1980s than

^hat

experienced during the 1930s in
Europe and the USA. If one adds to these
statistics, others pertaining to the financial
situation (such as the level of the deficit in
the trade balance

or

the balance of pay-

ments, the extent of debt and interest on the

debt,

or again the implications of energy
consumption, more than half of which consists of wood fuel (synonymous with masgive deforestation), the need in future for
more jobs, without taking into account the
problems cau.sed by refugees, their present
survival and future re-integration, one can
only fall prey to the most complete pessimism and predict the total disappearance
of this sickly continent which can only
stand supported by others, despite all sorts

latcd, that one normally asks onc.sclf as to
what is the future of the continent and the
manner

in which it

can

emerge

from the

crisis.
On the horns of such

a

dilemma, the i.ssuc

appears almost
to be the object

certain and far too evident
of any di.sputc. At least, we
should admit the existence of possibilities,
even if reduced of absorbing the shock of
the inevitable rcgrcs.sion which has already
taken place. Indeed, in a situation where
nothing allows us to predict a rise in the
value of raw materials exported by the continent, nor a positive development in interntil savings, all that we can hope for is to
suffer lc.ss from the abandon which would

affect

inexorably

continent which repreonly the
Benelux, in other words, a European
population of lc.ss than 10 million.
q

sents at most in terms of HNP

In such a context, the economic and social fragmentation of African countries
seems unavoidable and the collap.se of the
1 !

r

state

obvious. The continent would thus

degenerate into chaos, under the double impetus of its economic and political marginalisation and the break-down of a
modem organisational structure, due to its
inability to meet the irreducible needs of a
young and rapidly growing population.
Africa will not be able to face up to the
demand for basic education from a population which has already exceeded 20 million
children and which will reach 31 million by
the year 2015. This continent will not be
easily able to make up the cereal shortage
which stands today at 10 million tonnes and
which will rise to 50 million tonnes after
the year 2000. Africa can expect to face the

apocalypse in the present and the future.
The solutions suggested to limit the effects of this regression, for the optimists, to
reverse the trend in the
long run, are well
known. They all revolve around the idea of

adjusting to the world economy, to the organisational and social models prevailing
in Europe and the USA, to the models of
political democracy practised in the same
places. The decade of the 90s has been assigned the catch-word of "Democracy" by
the 7

most

world:
to

industrialised countries in the
like France does not hesitate

a state

link its aid to the exercise of democracy,

understood

as

freedom of political associa-

tion, coupled with supremacy of parliament, although this linkage remains mainly in appearance as it is transmitted through
the media. By so doing, these
advisory
states often block the access to
power of
certain elites in favour of movements of national liberation which advise to

change

cause,

in both the former French territories

well

in the British and Belgian
colonies. Their historical responsibility is
as

as

purely and simply glossed over.
If one confines oneself to the most recent

period, it would be equally interesting to
query the relationship between adjustment
and the social groups taken here as a
reference

or model. One would soon realise
that the recommendations proposed and

plied

on the continent for more
decade are more the result of rigid

democratic expression.
It is this discrepancy between the actions
of the dominant stales in the OECD and the

pronounced

relationsiiip of the colonial period.
But quite apart from this short-cut, there

deregulation, the raising of all

forms of protectionism within national
economies which are, however embryonic
and fragile, the adjustment to the world

the characteristic

manner,

the short-term of devaluation and of

number of deficiencies v'hicb render
these analyses and the conclusions that one
would arrive at quite contentious.
Apart
from the pieces of evidence and the definitions that one assigns to them (whether we

privatisation) which obliges

refer

to the basis of ihe

revenue, to

economy, the respect

for the sacrosanct
principle of ih-- comparative advantage in

the

us to go back
proposed solutions and

analyses made.

The Limits of Afro-Pessimism and the

Necessity of Alternative Approaches
We shall not treat here

developments

carried out elsewhere on these aspects but
recall several elements in order to make the

analyses and the conclusions more relevant
and to advance towards the perspectives
which are open to ihe continent.
We shall turn our attention briefly to
three aspects. The first has to do with the
evidence on which the analysis is based.
The second involves the

responsibility of

the states in

are a

to

GDP

or GNP, to available national
the rate of invesunent), one can

only remain perplexed befo'c ihe ease with
which others generalise ai the level of a
counu'y, based on occasional surveys drawing on samples which arc limited and, on
top of that, not representative. Many examples exist and the ev aluation of poor or
inadequate nutrition or the extent of AIDS
are not

the worst. In addition to this stum-

bling block, there
more

norance
one

is

serious. This
in which

carries

out an

another which is

even

the state of igfinds oneself when

concerns
one

evaluation of productive

activities. In fact, the whole field of activity
which does

fall

directly under the state
escapes observauon. In certain European
countries such as I'aly, despite being relanot

creating the present situation.
The third is more directly linked to the role
played by international institutions.
The analyses previously referred to and

lively well organised from the statistical
point of view studies calculate the con-

which have all spoken about the absolute
and relative degradation of tlie economic

GDP. What then about

and social situation of the continent

con-

slitute, from a purely methodological point
ofvview, a dangerous short-cut for any attempt at finding solutions to the problems
posed, whether these concern food,
employment or the creation of a viable
economic base

perhaps the strengthening of democratic procedures. The major
reason is that they gloss over observed
realities, where it is simply not a question
or

opinions and conclusions.

justment have really applied them including in the practice of democracy. The
events of the Gulf from this
point of view.

region (i.e. the EGA) cannot easily be
grouped together, unless one wishes to
force them into a procedure of homogcni.sation, in other words, seek, consciously or
otherwise, to reproduce in an even more

economic

theory

those who retommend today theories of ad-

wide gaps in all areas. Whatever criterion
is used, even countries situated in the same

recommendations made (in terms of

of failure

seeking to adjust In fact, no country among

They have

pretended to be in the forefront of

apthan a

than the consideration of concrete historical evidence about the countries one is

12

have been very instructive.

revealed the very violent anti-democratic
and even fascist nature of states who

roborate

to

admit facts which do not

or even run counter to

In this sense,

cor-

foregone

the first limitation

comes,

in fact, from the reasoning which considers
the conanent as a homogeneous whole,

with the

same

charaeicriM' ,s, the same his-

tory and heading in the sani'. direction. An

analysis, however, by sub-region or even
by country w.'nld reveal the cxisience of

tribution of this
the economic

sector at
a

about 20% of

continent where

development is often situated

outside the formal sector? What is
more serious

even

in Africa is that the idea of

a

statistical survey is seen at the local level as
been linked to a future outside intervention,

perhaps to siphon off resources (a connection made with taxes) or for the purpose of
a planned investment or external aid
project In both cases, the result will be the
same: declaring and
evaluating less than
the actual local resources. If one adds to this
the fact that, in their

definition, statistics
rarely take account lot a! specificities (the
universality of definitions and the search
for comparisons impose ihemsclve.s), one
realises the

extent

of the historical miscon-

ceptions which can abound. There is, in
fact, no shortage of these.
Thus, theoretically, during the past
decade, what with the evolution of availSapem JUNF., 1991

1

able food stocks in

a

number of countries

the continent, due

on

to a

fall in food

production and an increase in imports compared with the rate of population growth,
one

should have

seen

in

a

reversal of the

trend

concerning the death rate and a fall in
life expectancy. Nevertheless, up to now,
no country has shown this trend. On the
contrary, the previous tfends have been accentuated and continue

to

be observed,

which, in terms of population pressure, is

worrying.
This type of example abounds in other
fields, whether it be in production, in housing, in employment, in education, in the
supply of food stuffs to the population or in
the circulation of goods and products. On
this topic, it is useful to remember that
populations easily cross frontiers to sell and
buy. Thus, it is not r^e to see products in
short supply in the country of origin available in large quantities at prices which defy
all competition in neighbouring or even
very

distant countries.
All this shows, in fact, the very com-

plexity of African realities, which cannot be
reduced to an over-simplified tableau
reproducing figures published here and
there, either by states or by specialised intemational institutions. In fact, the official
statistics
mance

good picture of the perforof the sectors directly linked to the

give

a

authorities and which carry on their activities in conjunction with the public secThis is to say that, at mosl when one
talks about crisis and degradation (expert as
tor.

far

ecology is concerned) we are referring to sectors whose existence is directly
and traditionally linked to the state. Therefore, the extent of the crisis is directly
proportional in its extent to that experienced in the social and economic areas
dominated by the state.
Such an interpretation, therefore, implies
that we cease to adopt an attitude of Afropessimism, which refers, after all, mainly
to a crisis in areas of national activity
dominated by the state or by the foreigners
directly linked to it
as

This does not mean that Airican societies
and countries
economic,

are not faced with financial,
social, cultural and political

problems, and brings us to scrutinise the nature, extent of the problems and the nature
of social forces which characterise them. It

is

probable that the programmes of strucadjustment adopted here and there
have had an impact which has differed from
one country to another, one social category
to another and one place to another. Indeed,
the variety of situations and abilities to
respond to different social groups affected
by the same measures can only result in a
variety of different outcomes. In other
tural

words, what

we

have probably observed

does not represent an example

homogenisation but rather

of
of diver-

one

sification.
Such

a

hypothesis will be easily

con-

firmed by examining the specific reactions
of various local communities coming to

grips with the adjustment, whether they be
in towns or in the countryside, in terms of
strategies of self-employment and the creation of alternative forms of revenue. When
one

takes the

example of countries like

Mali, Cote d’Ivoire, Guinea or Ghana, one
sees

the extent and

variety of the reactions

and the general ability to adapt and to adopt
alternative strategies based on the family to

maintain the level of
even

income-earning

or

improve it.

We

can

thus

see

that the

macro-

economic evidence available tends,

by the
fact of the manner in which it was
gathered, to establish a false premise, since
it is a simplified version of reality and since
it establishes a homologous relationship
between the formal set-up of the central
state machinery and the society in which or
on behalf of which it is supposed to act. One
could even say that the evidence shows the
seriousness of the crisis faced by the
very

authorities, authorities who have less and
less

backing, both at home and abroad.
brings us to the degree of responsibility of the state in creating the present
historical situation. Some are of the opinion
This

that the states should

assume

the entire

responsibility for the failure of the development experiments of the decades following
independence. Not only are the states consumers of revenue, they would be unable to
correctly manage the volume of aid and the
means put at their disposal. This necessitates substituting them with other systems
of management, based on experts from intemational institutions and

Photo: Afrapix

Cooperation and regional integration of neighbouring countries: Sam Nujoma of
Namibia and Nelson Mandela of the ANC after bilateral talks
Sapem June, 1991

on

NGOs

directly or indirectly conffolled by the lending agencies. Thus, at a time when the complexity of the problems require maximum
national energy output, particularly in the
management of the state, these efforts are
frozen by putting NGOs and experts in their
place, in the name of efficiency and
democracy.
The remarks just made can be taken up
again here. Indeed, one can put forward the
hypothesis according to which the regimes
in power following independence greatly
contributed to generally bettering, to a
13

greater or lesser degree, the living conditions of their populations, whether it be in
urban

or

rural

areas.

Whatever the country

considers, the level of investment into
social and economic infrastructures, the
facilities accorded to make money have

one

contributed to both the emergence of new
social classes as well as to the general improvement in the level of training and of
local means of access to information.

Today, it would be difficult to say that the
majority of the rural population has
remained on the fringe of society. These
people have, in one way or another, come
in to the market and money economy.
As such, quite apart from its purely

economic

significance, this transformation

forms the basis of any democratic process,

being founded on global social demand and
not on democratisation granted from the
top or from outside. This development,
apart from the fact that it is certainly accompanied by an improvement in the
standard of living of almost all the population, also means the development of a collective and assertive awareness, in which

people demand
common

mined to

a more

equal share of the

national output and are deterdefend the purchasing power of

the greatest number, against the misuse of
national resources. What is happening in
countries such

Benin and

Congo or alternatively Ethiopia, Kenya and Togo points
as

in this direction.
In

fact, the

state which is blamed for

having produced the crisis has played a role
improving the economic and social situation as well as facilitating the conditions
which are bringing about its own failure, or
its lack of backing, as an instrument of
in

power to

maintain

a

national social and

political consensus, so necessary at the time
of the attainment of political independence.
This applies equally to countries where independence did not lead to violent military
action
In

as to

the others.

reality, the criticisms which

directed

at

the

state seem to

are

responsibility of the partners of the regimes
in power, notably other states and institutions which have played a part in developing and carrying out investments during the
past three decades. In.focusing on the state
on the opposition and the ever
greater
responsibility of the opposition and the
ever greater responsibility of the international institutions charged with carrying
14

the authorities who head the civil service in
the formal colonies. Rare are those
countries in which this general rule does

apply.
addition, they had to face financial and
managerial difficulties, due to the weaknot

In

mentation of nations and the break-ups of
regional entities on the other.
The first phenomenon signifies a wor-

sening of the present inequalities and the
marginalisation of the economy of production. Its focus is on balancing the budget at
the expense of productive investment.
Financial logic is, in fact that of investment
or

speculation. In this context, there is little

place for development research without

cialisation of the nation output, that they
have had little choice but to give in partial-

which it would be difficult to relaunch
structured economic activities. Thus, if the
current tendencies were to intensify, Africa
would become one huge bazaar, a smallscale market for shoddy goods of all sorts
which are not locally produced, without

ly or totally to the former colonial powers.
We are not trying here to minimise the

any systematic utility, except for the firms
in the countries they come from. The

of the national administrative systems
and the influence of foreign operators on
the systems of production and commerness

role of the state in the multi-faceted crisis

affecting the organs of national administration, but

to underline the nature of the dif-

ferent

players who, in addition, continue to
intervene, often on a large scale.
From this point of view a backward look
at the

various decades of the UN, referred
to as decades of development, will show the

which the range of manoeuvrability of the states was reduced, whether
it be in choosing which plan of action to
adopt, its financing or its implementation.
In fact, in such a perspective, one is tempted
to consider the national states as simply the
prolongation of external powers, situated in
extent to

the "former mother

development of economies such as that of
Senegal, of Algeria and of Tanzania, with
the diversity which characterise them, is already proof enough. That fits in well with
the current divisions of labour, according to
which Africa remains

a

continent which

supplies raw materials of less and less value
or whose price is directly controlled
by
those who buy them. Obviously, nothing
will escape this rule, neither oil and gas nor
precious metals.
From the creation of a well-defined sysof material production, locally or

tern

regionally organised, we would go towards
the setting up of a volatile system, in which

countries", whether it

activities would appear or disappear, fol-

question of ministries in charge of international cooperation or firms and
enterprises interested in one way or another
by African markets.
These developments allow us to consider
the prevalent Afro-pessimism as being of a
stereotyped nature, if nevertheless there is
an attempt to solve the present problems of

lowing the whims of local demand, themselves linked to the phenomenon of

be

a

the counties of the continent. It

brings

about, in fact, an intellectual attitude which
is

simple reproduction of existing
knowledge, rather than going beyond it. In
terms of action, this obviously leads to a
continuation of procedures already in practice, with the addition of a few liftings, such
as "the adjustments with a human face".
nearer to

Democratisation and Alternative

have another

function, that of the glossing over of the

I

development as well as those slates
providing the aid. In fact, in order to
safeguard their immediate interests in the
short-term, these partners in development
have had a tendency of deflect the men and
out

Development
It is without any doubt certain that Africa
has less and less weight on the intemational chess board and that its economic and

political weight is continually regressing.
Its marginalisation is today a fact.
However, this is accompanied by two
phenomena which are dangerous in the
long run: the development of any economy
based

on

aid

on

the

one

hand and the

frag¬

fashion, which would take root due to the
increased exposure to visual stimuli, directly through the media and indirectly through
the intermediary of salesmen who today
travel around the world, looking for worthless goods and products to sell on the
African market.
The drama of Africa, in comparison with
other regions of the world, is that with tech-

nological

progress and the demand which
it induces, together with the social, cultural
and political conditions of its implementa-

tion, the marginal productivity of its work
and its

capital appear relatively low, too
low to attract potential investors.
The second process, the result of the

generalisation of the first phenomenon and
of other, such as the new sharing-out of
Africa which thus becomes

a

back

or a

private hunting ground is, to a great extent,
already under way.
It is being carried on with the approval
of the different imperial powers with the
aim of constituting regional entities comprising several states. The advantage for
these powers is more than evident. Apart
Sapem June. 1991

from the reduction in the costs involved in
the nation-states’ machinery of administra-

tion and

repression, the setting up of intermediary structures would avoid direct intervention. It would ensure the creation of
more viable entities in which the menace of

immigration could be contained. Europe,
just like other geo-economic units, needs to
ensure the security of its territory, in the
face of the growing disparities between the
standards of living in different regions of
the world and the immigration which that
is likely to bring about.
At this point, a look at the process of
democratisation is in order. If it tends to be
founded exclusively on the emergence of a

political set-up consisting of a multitude of
little parties, which lack scope or real social
roots, this will mean diverting national
energy from the field of the struggle for
productive investment in favour of a clients
approach, each party being above all preoccupied with enlarging its electoral support, winning power and amassing the
funds necessary for its survival... at the
expense of the national good.
This process will express itself in terms
of a greater social, economic and cultural
differentiation that which prevails at the
moment in the different regions of the continent. It is synonymous with an upsurge of
violence, insecurity and instability, all of
which create unfavourable conditions for
the increase of national and international

savings for the purpose of investment.
It is at that point that the present crisis,
which is a crisis of the management systerns of the state and certain sectors as-

sociated with it, could be transformed into
a multi-faceted and profound crisis with
immeasurable consequences.

Here, then the fundamental question of
alternatives

can

be asked. It is obvious that

simple answer cannot be provided.
However, given the state of present understanding in the national context as well as
the regions and international contexts, cer-

a

tain

hypotheses and points of reference can

be advanced.
The first

concern

the academic milieu. It

is, in fact, illusory to pretend to make a contribution to the research of alternative solutions when one continues to mechanically

reproduce existing knowledge, starting
with inadequate categories and conceptual
instruments which simplify our realities.
The task of reversing the U-end of scientific
estrangement needs to be undertaken. It is
URGENT.
The second also
but to

a

concerns

intellectuals

greater extent the social forces in

S API'M June, 1991

Photo: Catvin Dondo

Coming to grips with adjustment: workers clock in at a factory in Harare,
Zimbabwe
the making, in particular the youth who,
today, are springing up centre stage. It is
important today to restore the states to their

today dominate the state and the international economy. These tend to impose
everywhere adjustment according to a

former position as the organ of collective
and consensual management, carrying out
national and international projects with an

quality of their knowledge docs not allow

liberal monetary model, defined as a fullspeed rush forward in the direction of
privatisation and the greatest degree of denationalisation (this is synonymous with
the buying of national assets by foreigners),
in other words, by economic representatives of forces whose workings arc
carried on for the most part in function of

them to do so.
At this point, we cannot insist too much
on the fact that democratisation should be

factors and pre-occupations from outside
the African countries. The second consists
of the attempt to impose, by the strengthen-

with simply "less Stale". It
a greater participation in a
project of global economic and social
security, through the well-organised creation of systems of management and accountability. To head down the path of
privatisation, when no alternative structure
exists, is to participate in the liquidation of
the historical acquisitions of society, ineluding those inherited from the colonial
period. That docs not only signify a step
backwards: it is synonymous with regres-

ing of a framework to be created, an approach which is situated, as the EGA and
the OAU, for example, arc endeavouring to
do, in a framework of indigenising
development projects and implementation,
while at the same time seeking out the

sion, which is much

of democratic sU'uctures founded on

aim of avoiding the current fragmentation
of social and economic units. They should
avoid seeing themselves the only advisors
to the Throne, all the more so that the

synonymous
should mean

The third

more

serious.

the

procedure to
adopt. The complexity of the present situaconcerns

tion and trends of the international
economic situation make unavoidable the

cooperation and regional integration of
neighbouring countries.
Two approaches would be relevant at
this level. The first consists of letting the
process be shaped by the forces which

potential complementarities,
exploit, etc. It is
this second procedure which is likely to
avoid the apocalypse and to break radically with the prevalent Afro-pessimism.
It presupposes, however, the building up

present or

small-scale economics to

the

mutual differences and the
rejection of all exclusivity, on the intepation of the youth, at the level of both national and international institutions. It also involves an effort in the fields of training and
education, since democratic altitudes are
not in-bom, they need to be cultivated and
this is the challenge of the future for all the
countries of the continent.D
respect for
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The Debt Crisis in the SADCC

Region

Allast Mwanza

T

HE debt

problem is, perhaps, the
symptom of the

porting nations. This also contributed

most well-known

terms

international economic crisis.
Since the crisis emerged during the late

1970s, attempts to solve it have tied
lot of

resources.

ternal debt

rose

up a

Developing country

•

ex-

1970 to about US$380 billion and by
1982, it had reached US$830 billion. This

servicing problems

for most indebted nations. Various efforts have been made to reduce the burden of debt faced by developing

•

the cost of

Mexico had

borrowing.

Negative real interest rates during the
1970s and high willingness to lend by

countries. These efforts include the

Baker and Brady Plans of successive
American Treasury Secretaries, a

Most of the borrowing was used to main-

the crisis. This is due to the fact that most
donor nations and agencies are reluctant
to

adopt radical solutions. Africa’s debt
increased tremendously during the mid-

die 1970s

as

member states borrowed to

mitigate the impact of the world
economic crisis.

By the mid-1980s, the

external debt of Africa had reached

US$270 billion.
The

causes

of the debt crisis

are

many and

varied, but include the following:
•

16

The oil

price shocks of 1973/74 and
1979/80 which had an adverse impact on
the balance of payments of poor oil im¬

February 1983,

the country reached an agreement with
creditors under which a financing package
money (US$4,5 billion) was announced. However, the crisis continued
and in February 1987, Brazil declared a

commercial lenders, international ftnancial institutions and bilateral donors.

Japanese Plan and French President
Mitterand’s proposal. It is now recognised that the debt alleviation proposals
do not really address the main cause of

service her debt and in

to

ing nations. As a result, many nations
to import oil.
Slow economic growth in developed
countries due to anti-inflation policies
adopted during'the 1970s. These
policies led to declining demand for
debtor country exports and also raised
borrowed

from US$70 billion in

created serious debt

to

of trade deterioration in borrow-

tain
sary

consumption thus delaying necesaction or was invested in projects

with low rates of return, such as infrastructural

projects.

Debt Crisis in Africa

Compared to Latin America, the African
debt crisis would appear to be small and
manageable. Brazil has the Third World’s
largest external debt amounting to roughly
US$120 billion while Mexico’s debt is
about US$90 billion. It is, therefore, little
wonder that attempts to find solutions to the
external debt crisis were centred on these
countries. In

August 1982, Mexico aninability to service the debt.
By the end of the year, dono,' had arranged
bridge financing which ahowi d disbursement of new money to the country at the
beginning of 1983. Brazil also was unable
two

nounced her

including
of

a

rescheduling of disbursement

new

moratorium

interest payments to com-

on

mercial bank creditors while in

July 1986

implemented a growthoriented adjustment programme in the context

of the Baker Plan.

The African debt crisis also surfaced

during the late 1970s

early 1980s. Although the magnitude of the debt is certainor

ly smaller than that of Latin America, its

impact on the African states is probably
higher than that of the Latin American debt.
First,
much

most Latin American countries
more

arc

developed than African

countries. Argentina, Brazil and Mexico
afe

certainly

more

industrialised than

African countries with the possible cxccption of South Africa. Thus, although Brazil
has the world’s

debt

to

largest external debt, the

Gross

Donicstic

Product

(Debt/GDP) and debt service obligations
lower than those of many indebted

are

African

For instance,

states.

Zambia’s debt is
amounts to over

although

only US$7,2 billion, this

600% of the country’s ex-

Sape.mJune. 1991

200% of the Gross National
(GNP). In 1990, Zambia’s total

ports and
Table I: Zambia: Selected Debt Indicators

(GNP) (US$)

Gross National Product

Product

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

2 453

2 022

1 377

1 741

3 594

4 645

3 381

3 558

973

868

739

896

1 244

1 406

1 071

1079

lixpoits (XGS)

debt service amounted to 31% while in

1991 it is

projected to reach 36%. Second,

3 080

3 835

4 785

5 463

5 557

6312

7 175

7 146

the debt crisis in Africa is also symptomatic

Debt Service

112

88

132

211

176

151

336

389

of the decline of Africa’s international

Debt

n.5

10.1

17.9

23.5

14.1

10.7

31.4

36.0

4.6

4.3

9.5

12.1

4.8

3.2

9.94

10.9

Total External Debt

(EOT. US$m)

(US$m)
Service/Exports

Debt Setvice/GNP

as

Exchange Rate
(US5 per Kwacha)

Exports/GNP
Long-term Debt (US$m)

0.37

0.16

0.05

0.125

0.062

0.025

189.7
43.0

3474
53.7

ai3.8
51.4

154.6

212.2

34.6

135.9
30.2

31.7

0.017
200.8
30.3

2 647

3 159

3 767

4 374

4194

4 093

4 397

5 243

433

676

1 018

1 089

1364

2 220

2 779

1 903

112

88

132

133

176

148

336

389

77

0

2

0

0

24.5
33.3
21.4

35.2
29,8
19.3

38.7
26.2
19,5

26.6

rowed

27.3
224

market with the result that their debt struc-

(US$m)

Long-term Debt Service

,

0

0

0

Concessional Debt/Toul Debt

14.1
34.2

17.6
33.7

21.3
31.9

19.9
33.4

Multilateral Debt/Total Debt

16.3

19.1

20.6

22.6

Short-term Debt Service
Sho

t-icim

Debt/Tolal Debt

countries such

Botswana, the rest of

as

Africa have

serious
economic crisis brought in partly by declinexperienced

a

ing terms of trade. During the late 1970s,
Africa’s "middle income" countries bor-

tures

IMF Estimaies, 1989.

Source: World Bank/-

Except for oil exporting nations such

the Arab North and resource rich

0.56
125.5
39.7

Total External Debt/GNP

Short-term Debt

trade.

come

heavily

on

the international money

resemble those of rich

or

middle in-

countries elsewhere. As the crisis

deepened, more recourse was made to increased borrowing so as to maintain relatively inflexible expenditure patterns. A

Table II: Tanzania: Selected Debt Indicators
1980
GNP

5 123

(US$m)

Total Debt

(US$m)

5 909

1983

1982

5 819

6 098

1984

5 483

1985
6 405

1986
4 268

1988
2900

1987
2 831

43.8
58.0
59.0
54.8
974 153,83 172,41
2257.6 2 424,9 2 673.6 3 405.0 3 232,0 3 510,0 4 161,3 4 355,0 5 100.0
44.1

Debt/GNP

1981

41.0

Total Debt Service

(U5$m)

53.5

63,0

10,2

9.7

'

Debt Service Ratio

57,0
15.2

63.0
15.0

61,0
16.2

76,0
21.4

83,0
21,8

third

reason

19,5

506
554
415
380
388
286
348
347
Exports (USSm)
9,8
9,4
6.8
6,5
7,1
4.4
8,2
12.2
Exports/GNP
27.5
22.9
16,4
16.9
12,4
14.1
21,7
26,9
Imports/GNP
Source: i) Tanzania’s Debt Problem and the World Economy, by H. Othman and E. Maganya, IDS,
p.49.
ii) Exports/GNP ratio— Own calculations.
iii) Imports/GNP ratio — 1. Shao, et al, Debt and Stmctural Adjustment in Tanzania, forthcoming.

425

14,7
33.4

1990,

the marginalisation of

Africa in international trade, international
assistance has declined;
tinent to

N/A
24,0

is related to the second one:-

that due in part to

Total Debt

(US$m)

Debl/GDP
Debt Service
Debt Service/-

2

1985

1986

1987

1988

464,7
56,6

2 708,1

2913,8
54.2

2 670.6
45,2

54,4

(US$m)
Exports

1980s, most assistance is
upon a country
ment

adopting structural adjust-

programmes. The

international finan-

cial institutions (IFI) have assumed

Exchange Rate (Zim$/US$)
(1987=1)
Exports/GDP
Imports/GDP
Long-term Debt (US$m)

Trade Terms

the Paris Club

Indicators
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

2 633,6

2 706,4

3 056,3

3 398,0

3 726,6

3 %9.3

5 209,6

44,7
466,3
24,0

44.4
461,2

51.4
402,4
19,4

47,9
449,9

64,0
506,1
18,6

7.6

6.8
2,81
0.97
34.1

7.7

62,9
459,3
18,5
7.7

8.1

63,2
574,5
19,2
8.6

1,05
37,6

1.05
40,6

1,05
42,3

1,05
43.5

33,7

36,9

24,0

1412
1.19
28,2
27,8

1,665
1,15
29,4

1,661
1,00
29,9

1,802
1.15
31,3

26,2

25,7

26,0

29.5

2,470
1,06
30,7
28,7

1630

1 656

1 892

2182

2 459

2 281

481

344

308

290

266

308

Use of IMF Credit

200

256

264

339

150

70

1) Rows 1-9: Zimbabwe: A Framework for Economic Reform (1991-95); January
2) Rows 10-12, P. Kadenge, "Debt and Structural Adjustment in Zimbabwe", forthcoming.
3) Note that Rows 10 and 11 may not hold up to row one (1) due to different sources.
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as

1989

Short-term Debt

Sources:

the role

of debt collectors. Moreover, almost all

7,9
2,113
1.12
32,0

Debt Service/GDP

con-

beginning from the early
now conditional

before. Thus,

"donor conferences such

Table III: Zimbabwe: Selected Debt

forcing the

rely on much more tied aid than

18,

19,9

V

1991, p.29.
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meetings, are organised under the auspices

is the

of the IMF and IBRD. These two institu-

three countries

tions

(See Tables I, II and III). Thus, in Zambia,

An

the total external debt increased from US$3

zania

now

provide the only lifeline to inter-

national assistance to

desperate African

such

as

of very low income countries
those found in sub-Saharan Africa,
case

borrowing can have the effect that drug addiction exercises
can

be

on

its victim

—

that is, it

habit-forming. In nearly all

cases, a

country caught in the borrow-repay-borrow
cycle would find it extremely difficult to
break

out

of this situation. Thus, since the

mid-1980s,

a

large number of African

countries have relied

on

increased borrow-

ing in order to "clear" outstanding debt service commitments. The game (debt crea-

tion) remains the same; only the players
keep changing, except that the winning
players belong to the same team, the

developed world. In such

an environment,
negotiations in essence amount to
attempts by African countries to change the

all debt

ownership structure or pattern of the debt.
Suppose, for argument’s sake, that country
A currently owes
country B a certain
amount

of money.

In order

to repay

the

debt, country A would borrow from country

(or institution) C. In this case, although the
debt has been repaid,
country A has merely
shifted her indebtedness

to

country C. She

could, of course, have improved her credit
worthiness by so

doing but in the final
analysis, she still has to repay the debt. It is
this reason which
partly explains why debt
service arrangements under the IMF/IBRD
and the Paris or London Club are doomed

failure in the absence of a radical shift in
debt alleviation strategies. Whereas donors
to

change from time to time (although they all
belong to the North), the aid recipients or
debtors remain the
African

states.

same

impoverished

No amount of

negotiation

will

change the fact that poor countries do
capacity to repay their debt. A
few examples from the S ADCC
region will
not

have the

serve to

illustrate the seriousness of the debt

crisis.
Debt Crisis in SADCC

—

Zambia and Zimbabwe

Tanzania,

Compared

i) Zambia: An outstanding characteristic
of the debt situation in the three countries
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up

of the total debt in all

during the period covered

080 million in 1984 to

countries.
In the

rapid build

of exports to GNP
creased

initially fell but induring the latter part of the 1980s.

outstanding aspect of the crisis in Tanwas

the massive contraction of the

roughly US$7 146
million in 1991 (Table I) while export earnings fluctuated wildly during the same
period. Export earnings increased during
the late 1980s but declined during the
beginning of the 1990s. Thus, the debt service to exports ratio, though
fluctuating,
showed an upward trend during the period.

Zambia,

The ratio of external debt to GNP increased

began to rely

from 1984 to 1986, declined from then up
to 1989 and then adopted an
upward trend

IMF and IBRD.

the beginning

at

ments were

of the 1990s. These move-

also reflected in the relation-

ship between debt service and GNP. Furthermore, most of Zambia’s debt is of longterm

nature and the

centrated

on

country has con-

servicing this debt.

However, short-term debt accumulated

rapidly from 1984

to 1991

indicating the
country’s increased reliance on IMF/IBRD
assistance. Failure to service this shortterm

debt, most of which

IMF

or

was

owed to the

IBRD soured relations with these

organisations. As can be seen in Table I, the

country’s GNP which began during the
mid-1980s. The decline in GNP was large-

ly related

debt

component declined. More

sig-

nificantly, the multilateral debt component
increased from 1984

to

1991. In other

words, Zambia had become increasingly
on short-term, less concession-

dependent
ary

multilateral assistance. Since the mid-

declining exports, under-

capacity and poor
performance of agriculture. However,
towards the end of the 1980s, Tanzania, like

Debt

was

caught in

a

"debt trap" and

more on assistance from the

rescheduling talks started during

the latter part of the 1980s, but as in the case
of Zambia, the debt burden remains
serious. What

seems to

make

a

major dif-

ference between the debtors is the fact that

Zambia’s debt

structure resembles

that of a

middle-income country as a large component is either short-term or owed to commercial lenders. Tanzania’s debt has a large
concessional component. Moreover,
Zambia’s debt in per capita terms is now the

highest in Africa! During the latter part of
the 1980s, Zambia was

a net exporter of
capital to her lenders, including the IMF.

One observer in 1988 noted that

ratio of short-term to total debt increased

during the period while the concessional

to

utilisation of industrial

Zambia’s

relationship with the donors

could be likened
and the
were

to

that between the doctor

patient. Only that this time, the roles

reversed with Zambia

providing the

much needed blood to the so-called doctors!! In the medical profession,
not

this should

be allowed to occur, since to do so

would be considered

quackery! But in the

1980s, Zambia has been experiencing net

world of "international business", such a

capital outflows. Significant payments arrears had piled up such that
by 1989, interest arreas on long-term debt had reached

situation is considered
no

to

be normal. It

was

wonder that debt servicing was the main

cause

of friction between Zambia and her

US$800 million. Most of the short-term

foreign creditors (IMF/IBRD) from 1987 to

debt

1989. The decision by Zambia to limit debt

was

owed to the IMF.

ii) Tanzania: Tanzania’s debt also increased

1980

rapidly from US$2 257 million in

to more

than US$5 billion at the

beginning of the 1990s. The country’s debt
to GNP ratio rose roughly four times while
total debt service doubled during the same
period. However, export earnings actually
declined during the period while the ratio

servicing to only 10% of her net export
earnings alarmed and angered the donor
community whose reaction was to freeze
further aid and mount a propaganda campaign against her. In 1989, Zambia suecumbed to donor pressure and implemented the IMF/IBRD sponsored adjust-

ment programme. One of the main objecfives of Zambia’s SAP is

to make the
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country pay her debts. Under the arrangement, Zambia’s debt continues to increase

despite high profile periodic
nouncements

that such and such

a

US$270 in the red:
woman

a

rural child (left); a

farmworker (below)

an-

country

has

"forgiven" her debt. All that is happening is that under the SAP, Zambia has increased access to further borrowing in
order to service her debt. Thus from time to

time, "sympathetic" donors lend money to
Zambia which she, in turn, uses to service
her

outstanding, due or overdue debt!!
iii) Z/mftaZnve.Zimbabwe’s external

debt has increased

rapidly since inde-

pendence, rising from US$2 464 million in
1985

to

US$3 056 million in 1991. Projec-

tions show that the debt
double

magnitude will

by the year 1995 (Table III). Part of

the debt

regime

inherited from the settler

was

as

the

new government at

indeto

pendence pledged to honour UK£102,3
million and R315 million (South

of debt. The

new

African)

government borrowed

substantially during the early 1980s,

espe-

cially after the 1981 ZIMCORD Conference under which close
aid

was

to

Z$2 billion in

pledged. This debt accumulation

the main method of

the year

1989, the total external debt

about US$2 633,6 which was

by

was

equivalent to

45% of GDP. If the present trend continues,
debt to GDP ratio will reach 63%

by 1995.

tion will continue in Zimbabwe. The recent

experienced during the late 1980s.

Paris Club

Like Zambia and Tanzania had done

during their first decade of independence,
Zimbabwe used her borrowed

resources to

develop the public sector. The problem of
using such resources to finance infrastructural

projects is that these do not enter the

international market to earn
cy to pay
or

foreign curren-

the debt. As a result, other sectors

projects will be called

upon to

help

ser-

vice infrastructure-related debt. Zimbabwe
also made

use

of borrowed

resources to

finance the large budget deficits,

mostly in

the form of short- and

long-term loans.
Thus, long-term debt accumulated rapidly
from 1983 to

1988, while short-term debt

All indications

are

that debt accumula-

pledge of close to US$700 million and frequent pledges by bilateral
donors to support the country’s structural
adjustment programme through increased
lending imply a rising debt burden. This is
because most aid under SAP is closely
monitored by the donors and tends to have
rather strict conditionality. Evidence from
other countries indicates a general worsening of the debt crisis during the period of
structural adjustment. An important aspect
of the debt situation in Zimbabwe is the

speed at which it has accumulated. Zimbabwe has actually borrowed more during
her first decade of independence than did
Tanzania and Zambia during the equivalent
period. For instance, by 1974, Zambia’s
debt

was

still far below the US$1 billion

mark.

began
shortly after independence. It rose from

Borrowing only rose after 1975 as a
result of the collapse of the copper industry
and rising import prices.
The major difference between the two

US$200 million in 1983

countries is that Zimbabwe’s debt is less

initially declined but rose at the close of the
1980s (Table III). Use of IMF credit

to

US$339 million

in 1986, but declined to reach the lowest
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earnings. Moreover, debt acnot been accompanied by a

serious deterioration of the terms of trade
level of US$70 million in 1988. Thus,

financing the
foreign payment imbalances the country

was

export

cumulation has

than Zambia’s both

as a

ratio to GDP and

or a

massive devaluation of the currency.

Thus, Zimbabwe’s terms of trade remain

exchange rate, through declining, is nevertheless, relatively high and
stable. The

stable. Moreover, the ratio of exports to

GDP has
crease

actually experienced a large insince the mid-1980s. As a result, the

actually declined
during the 1982 to 1991 period.
Meanwhile, imports as a ratio of GDP have
debt service ratio has

increased since the mid-1980s. Thus, Zimbabwe has

a

much less debt burden than

Zambia and Tanzania. However,

planning

authorities must constantly monitor the
debt so that it does not become unmanageable.

Summary and Conclusions
It is clear from the above analysis that the
debt crisis
the

can

be traced to the fracture of

global economy during the early 1970s
large part to the oil crisis and the

due in

deterioration in the terms of trade.

However, the so-called initiatives to solve
this crisis fail to
causes.

respond adequately to the
donor view is that poor

The general

countries

are to

be blamed for being

rather

spend-thrift or for mismanagement. But
such analysis ignores the fact that the
period of the late 1960s and the 1970s was
rather unique. The global balance of forces
created a favourable environment for trans-
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fer of financial resources to the poor world.
You had

sympathetic liberal politicians in

countries such

as

Canada; the World Bank

under Robert McNamara

It is also

important to mention the fact that

borrowing under stabilisation

or

adjust-

ment

programmes tends to be short-term,

more

conditional and thus exacerbates the

the country

is in crisis, debt servicing

serious

cause

can

foreign exchange problems.

A sad aspect of the debt crisis

is that none

was more inclii»w J io lend with less conditionality; there
was the Socialist camp which
provided al-

debt crisis. In Zambia’s case, the donors'

by the donors
really lead to debt alleviation. Strategies

tentative

conference of 1978/9

such

resources to some

Third World

countries; the oil price increase provided
excess liquidity in world financial markets
which was then recycled rather cheaply. In
such an environment, lenders were eager to
lend and poor countries borrowed heavily.
The blame has to be shared!
We have also

argued that although

Africa’s debt is small when compared with
that of Latin America, its impact is more

devastating since our economies are rather
poor,

fragile and weak. In per capita terms,

Zambia’s debt is among

which

resources

From then on,
more

helped mobilise

quickly repleted.
aid conditionality became
were

strict and further aid disbursement

based

the so-called

performance

criteria. Thus, successive aid

pledges were

was

on

dictated by how successfully the country
had implemented a previous programme.
Then from the

mid-1980s,

obligations and

arrears

as payments

bunched up, the

country began to depend on the lenders of
the last resort (IMF/IBRD) for its continued

of the solutions favoured

debt

rescheduling, debt buy-backs
offer only temporary respite to
distressed nations. For instance, debt
or

as

swaps

resecheduling

can

be expensive to the in-

debted country

since it is usually accompanied by more strict economic and political conditionality, such as higher interest
rates

and

more

strict

monitoring of the

country’s economy. Another worrisome
trend is the decline of concessional
to

Africa

as a

the highest in the
world being roughly US$9(X) per head.
Tanzania’s per capita debt was about

access to

tion here is that countries must not allow

there is

US$2(X) in 1988 while Zimbabwe’s has

the debt to grow to

beyond the country’s

part of the donor community.

reached US$270 per

head. It is thus clear

capacity to service.

that Zambia’s debt is

impossible

predicts that debt

sary at

short of
rather
es

a

high, considering the level of incom-

and exports

Economic theory

to repay,

miracle. Tanzania’s debt is also

of that country. Zimbabwe’s

foreign assistance. The implica-

lending

whole. This trend is

accom-

panied by shorter maturity and grace
periods and higher interest rates. Moreover,
now more

"debt alertness"

on

the

Finally, a word of caution may be necesser-

vicing will not be difficult if the country’s
GDP is growing at a high rate, if the exports
are increasing and if the debt service ratio
is not high. Growth of the economy is in

this stage. There is

trend towards

aid in the
that

a

a

general rising

dependency on foreign
region. It must be remembered
more

rising debt stock is taken

to be a

by how the borrowed
being utilised. The obvious

sigparticular country cannot run its
own economy without
foreign assistance.
Thus, a country that is deeply indebted is

reduce the rate of ac-

policy implication is that countries must in-

compromising part of its sovereignty, espe-

cumulation of the debt. Indeed, the Zam-

foreign resources in high yielding activities. Foreign debt is different from the

cially its right to formulate its

tion of the economy after 1975 led to a

domestic debt since it is owned

addiction, the

rather

citizens of other countries and, therefore,

debt is still

manageable, considering the
country’s resource base. However, Zimbabwe

planning authorities

earnest to

bian

control

or

must

experience indicates that the

begin in

contrac-

speedy and concentrated borrowing
activity so that by the end of the 1970s, the
country was

already caught in a debt trap.

turn

conditioned

resources are

vest

by the

represents an outflow of resources. If by the
time the debt becomes

nal that

a

economic policy.

own

Borrowing is like drug

more you

borrow, the

more

need to borrow. A way must be found
out of this vicious circle.D
you

due, the economy of

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the
name

and address of the writer

general readership of SAPEM. Letters shoidd have the full
but pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters

should be about three hundred words. Letters shordd be sent to; The
MP 111, Mount
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‘Laying the Groundwork for Future
Profits’
South African
NGOLA is

A

companies

potentially South

Africa’s best

trading partner in
Africa according to Neil van
Heerden, South African DirectorGeneral of Foreign

Affairs.

For some time, there has been a growing
body of evidence to suggest that South
African business interests are already inside Angola now and laying the
groundwork for future profits. There is littie advertising of this and both South
Africans and Angolans are reticent when
questioned about their deepening relationship, doubtless for reasons of political sen-

sitivity.
However, there is the growing perception that it is in the economic interest of the
South Africans to

develop these interests.

The authoritative Economist Intel-

ligence Unit (EIU) Country Profile
depressing statistics
about Angola from the point of view of the
human costs of the war, from the ravages of
enumerates rather

famine to the crisis which still holds the
economy in a vice. However, the report’s
first sentence under its subsection The

Economy’ reads:
Angola is potentially
most prosperous

one

of Africa’s

countries.

Recent signals from
ment

of

reforms

the Angolan governpromised political and economic
have alerted not just the South

African but the international business

com-

munity to the possibility of investing. One
South African company is now hopeful
about concluding a joint venture agreement
in the coming weeks or months. A company
executive said there were 123 applications
for the same agreement and at least two
were

South African.
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eye

Angola

He said the

Angolans had no objection to
company’s bid on political grounds.
Politely, however, they requested the South
African company not to advertise the links
too broadly. In fact, he said, there were
more "negative vibes" from the South
his

African authorities "who said
mind what

wouldn’t go

they didn’t
doing but they
out of their way to help us".
we

were

Gencor is another South African company
interested in investing in Angola.
Some observers suspect

that Angola is
turning a blind eye to South African business doing exploratory work in the country
now.

But at the level of official endorse-

ment

and welcome, trade remains subser-

vient to

political normalisation.

anticipated that relations
between Angola and South Africa would be
normalised within two years, saying Angola would have to agree to a ceasefire with
Unita and normalise its political system.
The Angolans, equally, require a normalisation of the South African political
scene. On the political level, Angola subscribes firmly to the policies of the
Frontline States and the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU).
exactly what
point in the South African reform process
Angola would give open links with that
country the green light. President dos Santos
at

at

said trade decisions would not be taken

that level alone. Politicians would deter-

mine

relationship of co-operation in
which trade
and most probably
diplomatic links — could exist.
a

—

First among

the attractions in Angola for

South Africa must be oil. It is the

a

conservative estimate of the export

figures for 1990 is 9,25 billion rands. The
logic of oil trade is self-explanatory and the
quality, from off-shore fields just south of
the Zaire River mouth, is apparently both
light and sweet enough for South African
refineries.

Sugar, for example, could be another of
Angola’s exports. Before independence in
1975, Angola was a net exporter of sugar
and this could be recovered. Before inde-

pendence, too, Angola was the fourth
largest coffee producer in the world but the
war has disrupted production severely.
South Africa could buy Angolan coffee in
the future.

Van Heerden

When asked to' define

efficiently. Production is approaching half a million barrels a day and
vement, mns

one

in-

dustry that has largely escaped the ravages
of war and, with substantial foreign invol¬

South African expertise and a measure of
goodwill, would probably be welcome in
the reconstruction of the country too.

Bridges, roads, railways,

many blasted by
South African acts of war, need remaking
and while not unmindful of certain debts
owed

by South Africa in this regard, a little
goodwill could go a long way in cementing
ties for a potentially great partnership.
Mining in Angola holds promise too although much of this has still to be explored
and established. De Beers recently re-committed itself to diamond exploration in Angola through its off-shore Swiss-based
company but beyond these bright stones,
Angola has deposits of more than 30
minerals of which only diamonds and iron
ore have ever been mined on a significant
scale.
The EIU lists coal,

phosphate, uranium,
J’

titanium, gold, manganese, bauxite, mica,

nickel, limestone, asphalt rock and rare
earths and radioactive elements.
babwe Institute

on

—

Zim-

Southern Africa

(ZISA)a
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amounts to

Can Africa Afford Another

seeking apartheid problem in
as merely a conflict between

South Africa

that country and

Angola

or

Zambia!

Historical Roots Of The problem

Apartheid?

Measured

against the other apartheid in

South Africa, this

Garha Diallo

one

While white settlers
some

is

relatively

were

able

recent.

to

occupy
parts of South Africa, the Arabs had

managed to mle or subjugate black
Mauritanians before 1960. Almoravid
never

HILE apartheid is

being dismantled in South Africa, the
pan-Arab regime of Quid Taya
is busy working out new anti-black
policies in addition to reinforcing old

November 1990 and March 1991. Over 200
of them have been murdered in Govern-

W

As it was during the worst
period
of apartheid in South Africa, black
ones.

Mauritanians face
crimination

severe

official dis-

at all levels of life.

Above all, blacks have

virtually lost the
right to live in their country. Over 150 000
black Mauritanians, from all walks of life,
have been stripped of all
they had, including their citizenship and then deported to
Senegal or Mali. The new escalation of
anti-black repression came in the aftermath
of

a

ment

militia of 6 000

They

a

com-

an

Arab official,

dogs to terrorise and mas-

forced

to

till the stolen farm

lands,

whose

rightful owners were deported at
gun-point, for Arab settlers from the north.

forgo deprivation of
the

right to exercise their national duty or to
enjoy their rights as free citizens. Over 80%

most

well

intellectuals and media folk, the

as

Africans, ordinary

apartheid in Mauritania is either non-existhem. Africans still

passed

no

even those of

apartheid South

Africa. Africa’s silence is
a

lack of

mainly caused by
knowledge about the reality of

surrounding her Afro-Arab connection.

has been recruited into the armed
corps
tober 1987. The

transferred

coup attempt of Oc-

remaining 20% have been

the North on the border with
Morocco. At least 3 000 black
army personnel and civil servants were
arbitrarily
to

rounded up into detention
camps between
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ly built

In

they quick-

and larger empires to which
Arab tribes paid tribute. What African
authorities were not able to effectively stop
new

the

persistent and large-scale kidnapping of black children into slavery by these
was

Arabs. In the racial context of Mauritania,
this

was

going to play

an

important role in

the future.

persons

purged, detained, killed, banned
pelled from the country. No black
since the alleged black

hordes away back to the North,

Repression

Yet, for

Mauritania and her marginal position in
African politics in addition to confusion

person

However, the invaders were never able
hold out in the face of African resistance.
Black people did not only chase the Arab

to

From Colonial Rule To Racial

of blacks in the armed forces have been
or ex-

capi-

Condemned

as

destroyed the capital

tal, Gao, in 1585,

This Apartheid Too, Should Be

qualms about supping
with Ould Taya. His crimes against black
people, during the past two years, have sur-

Mauritania

citizenship, freedom of movement and

of the slave

a

black villagers. In addition, the slaves

sacre

are

as

have, therefore,

Apartheid has Turned up in
Those who remain

men out

tent or very new to

minority of controllable black slaves.

Taya has formed

always led by

are

who uses them

out

"pure" Arab nation with

court

munity in the country. Their behaviour is
very similar to that of Inkatha vigilantes.

Senegal in April 1989. The regime in
Nouakchott took advantage of this to carry

a

brought before the

The regime of Ould

and

Mauritania into

or

Indefinite martial rule, curfew and pass
laws are in force on black areas since 1989.

border incident between Mauritania

its old dream to get rid of as
many
blacks as possible. The final goal is to turn

custody. The victims have never been

charged

Bebers raided and

cities of the ancient West African empires
of Ghana, Koumbi Saleh in 1776, and that
of Mali, Djene in 1335 and Songhai’s

The situation

to create

Mauritania. Black Africans, who happened
to

be on the north side of the

were

Senegal River,
literally placed under the rule of their

traditional enemies, Arab tribes to the
north. This

was

the first time in

black Mauritanians

were to

history tliat

be

together

with the Arabs under a form of state. To the
black population, this was a flagrant and

pre-meditated violation of their historical,
ethnic, cultural and economic rights by the
French. The colonists
that it

addition, Mauritania’s immediate

changed drastically in

1960 when the French decided

was one

had lived

on

disregarded the fact

and the

same

people who

both sides of the river for cen-

neighbours, who know perfectly well about

turies and that the river had

this racism, have become too much

political barrier. Many families were cut
into "Senegales and Mauritanians" by the

ent on

Arab financial aid that

dare condemn Arab racism

m

depend-

they don’t
Mauritania.

This is why they still insist on describing
the racial

genocide in Mauritania

as

"Senegalo-Mauritanian" conflict! This

never

been

a

colonial decision.
The French claimed that their decision
was

tural

motivated

by a desire to create a culbridge between the Arabs to the north
Sapem June, 1991
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and

Negroes in West Africa. This was a

driving motive behind this

naked lie. The

population census
1976-77 have never been published

held in

grouped Senegal and Mali by decreasing
the population resulting from the crea-

by the events of 1989 to resort to armed

neither those of the census conducted with

struggle in addition to political mobilisation. FLAM is a non-racial, national libera-

help from the World Bank and United Nations in 1988. Researchers depend, therefore, on surveys made by the Societe d’-

that Arab-ruled Mauritania

sure

would act as a divide and destabilisation

factor;

a

permanent obstacle to

regional

stability. This would make French
weapon trade indisposable; and

tion movement which is open to

squeezing Mauritania in there, which
would bar Morocco’s attempt to expand

•

end racism, whose

•

Afro-Arab Relations in Focus
a

Arab master

vs

black Africa’s unconditional support
Arab cause, Arab encroachment
tural

for

and cul-

imperialism vs general silence on the

The other issue is the firequent abuse of Islam, by aspirant Arab
regimes, as a legal cover to oppress their
black populations. Shari’a law was intro-

part of Africans.

Education) Act No. 65.025/65.026 of

international

January 30,1960;

de la Vallee du Senegal (MISOES), an
organisation. A combination
of the results obtained by the two institu-

Land Reform

tions and statistical

eliminate

slavery in practice; and

•

establish

a

non-racial and democratic

was

reiterated at FLAM’s HI Con-

borders with Arab countries have never
known peace

since their independence?

of Africa, starting from
Ethiopia and straight down to Mauritania
and you will see a whole range of chronic
ethnic conflicts. Why should Polisario get

Look at the map

bers constitute

Classical

attention than SPLA or FLAM at the

OAU?

Mauritania Today, published by

nor

totally Arab. Frequent

forced Arabisation acts confirm this

posi-

Arab nation,

Arabise her children

through desperate

education acts. FLAM has
called

on

the government

repeatedly

and all political

the basis of co-existence between the two

ethnic groups of Mauritania. Government’s

such calls has always been irresponsible and bloody.

response to

Mauritania’s

Demographic Situation
Is A Taboo

Successive

regimes’ attempt to portray

as an

Arab country has led to a

persistent refusal to publish population

Mauritania (FLAM)

figures, which would have revealed that,
like South Africa. Mauritania is ruled by a

(FLAM)
sive

was

bom in 1983. Until the mas-

deportation of black Mauritanians,
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minority ethnic group. The demographic
situation in Mauritania is, therefore, considered a taboo by the regime, which denies

titled Slavery in

1980. However, a report

the British

Anti-Slavery Society and BBC in 1982,
concludes that the Arab community in
Mauritania still holds

a

minimum of 100

000 total black slaves with further 300 000

part-slaves and ex-slaves. The author of
this report, John
'

i

in the country to organise a national conference on the national question and
groups

The African Liberation Forces of

African Liberation Forces of Mauritania

Slavery in Mauritania Today

black African

Mauritania

It was against these backgrounds that the

than 35% of the

Slavery was officially "abolished" in

Mercer, writes:

The Head of Statefrom 1960 to 1978,

Mokhtar Ould Daddah, kept

slaves

behind the Presidential Palace. The
successive military

committees

which have controlled Mauritania
since the coup in July 1978 have flue-

tuated between ‘a return to tradition’
—

more

no more

Mauritania, for the third time, on July 5,

need to try to

African countries, which have common

of the

held in Dakar last January. FLAM
recognises Mauritania as what she is: a
multi-racial society, neither exclusively

there would not be any

desperate regime in Sudan. How come all

Soninkes and Wolofs) make up 40%

gress

It is hard

cynical use of famine to starve to
death millions of black people by a

con-

population.

government under federal system.
This

extrapolations

elude that: free black Africans (Fulanis,

peculation, black former or present slaves
of Arabs make up 25% while the Arab/Ber-

Arab settlers from the north;

an

and the

and the "Mission Socio-Economi-

que

tion: had Mauritania been

understand Africa’s silence towards this

Developement Economique et
(SEDES), a French research

abrogate racist Arabisation (Bantu

duced in Mauritania in 1980 and Sudan in

1983 to be applied only on blacks.

Sociale"
centre

•

Afro-Arab relations:

black slaves, oil money vs

victims have been

black Mauritanians;

to

result, Mauritania has become a

prototype of modem

Etudes de

(apartheid) Act No.
83.127 of June 5,1983, through which
black people lost their fertile farmlands

•

further south.

As

all

Mauritanians, who aspire to:

keep Algeria forever a part of France by

to

mention discrimination in the country. The
results of the exhaustive

by the regime. FLAM was, however, forced

make

•

despite being banned and harassed

the existence of any racial conflict, not to

sabotage the Mali Confederation which

tion of Mauritania;
•

in 1989, FLAM campaigned

through only peaceful and democratic
means,

was to:
•

which began

implying, amongst other aspects,

that there would be

no

relaxation of

slavery — and the decree of July 5,
1980, yet again 'abolishing slavery’.
Africa Watch Reaches The Same

Conclusion
The London-based human

rights

or-

ganisation, Africa Watch, was refused per23

mission
ence

of

investigate the continued existslavery in Mauritania. A repre-

to

Military Committee for National "Salvation" (CMSN) since 1978. The economic

sentative of Africa Watch spent a month in

situation has continued

Senegal in 1990, interviewing black
Mauritanian refugees in the cities and
throughout the camps along the Senegal

military rule. The country suffers from social breakdown, increasing desertification,
the Sahara conflict, extensive unemployment, rapid inflation, one of the highest per
capita foreign debts in the continent, hopeless infrastructure, health and education
systems. The regime has plunged the
country deeper into economic crises, as a
result of the civil war, war with Senegal,

River. On the occasion of the 10th anniver-

of the last abolition of slavery in
on July 5, Africa Watch
published a detailed newsletter highlightsary

Mauritania

ing the largely cosmetic nature of the abolition and

documenting the continued practice of slavery in Mauritania. Africa Watch
recognises that abolishing slavery, which is
deeply-rooted in Mauritania, is a difficult
task and long-term problem. Africa
Watch’s criticism

is

not

that

the

Mauritanian government has tried to eradicate

slavery and failed, but that it has

not

tried at all.

war

situation

Unlike South Africa, there is

Morocco and the whole-hearted support for
Saddam’s adventure into Kuwait In the

past, Kuwait used to contribute 45,6% of
total foreign aid to Mauritania. This and
substantial cash flows from other Gulf
Emirates and that of the United States have
been

dry as a punishment for Taya’s
political gamble during the Gulf War.
cut

Legalised

Though all political
no

democracy or economic prosperity even for
"white" Arabs. The country has been
without constitution and ruled by the

deteriorate under

the borders with Mali and

on

Ba’ath

Apartheid, Tribal Dictatorship

to

movements have

been banned since the army take-over in

1978, the pro-Iraq Ba’ath party has, in practice, been legalised since 1989. Ba’ath
chairman, Mohamed Ychdih Quid Brcidel-

li has been Permanent

Secretary of the
ruling military committee since December
1989. The regime owns and tightly controls
Mauritania’s only newspaper,

Chaab, radio

and TV station, which arc devoted to the

promotion of Government policies.
Since

shooting ms

December

way into power on
12,1984, Colonel OuldTaya has

been the President of the

Republic, Chair-

of the CMSN, Prime Minister, Minister of Defence and Commandcr-in-Chief
man

of the army. Other key posts such as
Economic and Information Affairs have
been reserved for his immediate relatives.

Such
not

a

narrowly based dictatorship docs
new political order of the

fit into the

world. Nor

can

Africa and the

rest

of the

world

ignore racial genocide of a whole
community by their government. Slavery
should not be accepted in the last decade of
the 20th century. Therefore, Mauritanians
can afford to let such a
regime decide their
own

future

nor

should the Arab world and

black Africa let their

ardised by such a

cooperation be jcop-

regime.O
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS

The Gulf War,

Africans and the New World

Disorder
Horace

F

Campbell

OR most Africans the

war

was a race-war—a war

in Iraq

of the rich

against the poor and the North
against the South. Peace loving persons
of the World were shocked by the fact
that the President of the United States

prolonged the war so that American
pilots could drop cluster bombs on a
retreating Iraqi army five days after the
government of Iraq had worked for a
cea.sefire and declared its willingness to
withdraw from Kuwait The 43 days of
air and ground war had been launched
despite the fact that the Iraqi government had expressed its willingness to
negotiate its withdrawal from Kuwait.

eluded the mediation efforts of the Presi-

the crisis of economic retrogression,

dent of

lessness, police brutality, unemployment,

Algeria and his government, an
African government which had mediated
the release of American hostages from Iran
in 1980. The President of Algeria was
humiliated in the process of trying to
prevent the bloodshed of war. After receiving assurances from Iraq that it would
leave Kuwait if the army was not attacked
the Algerian leader was not allowed to go
to

Saudi Arabia and

welcome in

was

told he

was not

Washington. This was because

the United States wanted

war

from the out¬

home-

drugs, racism, political corruption, financial scandals and ecological degradation by
diverting the attention of its citizens to the
so called victory against Iraq. Moreover,
the leaders of the United States and Britain

have

forgotten the lessons of World War 1;

viz.that international problems of regional
and border

disputes cannot be resolved by
military force. The new world order after
the first world war led to the depression,
fascism and second world

war.

The crisis and continued

set.

Efforts towards

a

peaceful solution to the

Kuwait issue had been

undermined from

political desprofound imthe peoples of Africa for many saw

tabilization in the Gulf had

pact on

a

This war killed hundreds of thousands of

August 5, 1990 by the President of the

this

people, not only Iraqi soldiers but also

United States who initiated

civilian non-combatants.

military buildup, and then a military intervention which was given the cover of a
resolution by the United Nations. The
principal countries mobilizing against Iraq

military intervention by the West in Africa,
especially Southern Africa. The multiple

The United States and "allies" in the

than 100,000 bombing raids against
people of Iraq used fuel air bombs, that
were near nuclear in destructive capacity.
The 88,500 tonnes of bombs dropped, excecded the tonnage of the bomb dropped on
Hiroshima by more than five times. And
more

the

while the media carried stories of the poten-

tial

use

with
it

of chemical weapons

by Iraq

—

pictures of troops with

was

gas masks —
the United states army which used

napalm in this war. The joy of the
American pilots shooting the retreating soldiers was reported in the Western media as
similar to "shooting fish in a barrel" or a
"turkey shoot". Such was the inhumanity of
the United States which is celebrating the
war as a victory and kicking the "Vietnamese syndrome."
Iraq’s invasion and annexation of
Kuwait was unjust and illegal. This invasion was opposed by the majority of the
peoples of the world, including Africa.
Many peaceful measures were put forward
to bring the occupation to an end. This inSapem June, 1991

were

a

massive

the United States, Britain and France.

These were the principal

colonial powers in

the Third World in the

era

of classical

The "success" of these im-

colonialism.

perial armies against a Third World counuy
has raised the prospect of a new era of destabilisation, recolonization and violence in
the Third World
This
the

war over

—

a new era

of disorder.

Kuwait is only the

seventh in

region since the establishment of the

state

of Israel in 1948. And it will not be the

last.

as a

dress rehearsal for

levels of the crisis

—

more overt

the border of Kuwait

and

Iraq, the issue of the self determination
problem of the
redistribution of the wealth of the region,
for the Palestinians, the

the

problem of the emigration of Soviet

citizens to Israel, along
feudal monarchies

—

with the support for

have tremendous im-

plications for the ongoing fight for self
determination, peace and an end to racism
and apartheid in South Africa.
For this

reason

Africans both on the con-

tinent and outside have to grasp

the implications of this war for the sustenance of
the old order of white supremacy.

first World War the French had

The devastation and carnage of this latest

Since the
developed

the art of using

they were for the Third World. The
United States in the midst of a major

non-white troops as cannon
only were Africans
drawn directly into the combat but the
economies of Africa, especially those on
the East African coast were negatively affected by the international blockade against
oil from Iraq and Kuwait. Egypt, Morocco,
Senegal and Sierra Leone sent troops to
fight for the United States led "multination-

economic

al" force while in the United States army

battle further

exposed the problems of

militarism in the international
economy

political
and demonstrated that the con-

tradictions of militarism, demilitarization
and conversion were just as important for
the peoples of the industrialized countries
as

depression hoped to make up for

fodder. In this

war not

25

than 39 per cent

more

of the combatants

African-Americans or men and
women from other oppressed nationalities
were

in the United States such

as

Mexican-

Americans, Native Americans and Puerto
Ricans. The most

contradictory fighters
were people
from a colonized country fighting for a
major power to recolonize the Gulf and
control the oil resources of the region.
This experience of African Americans
being on the frontline of the US army
replete with a Black general as Chairperson
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has long term
implications fw the new imperial thrust of
were

the Puerto Ricans. Here

the West after the cold

war.

This

was

al-

ready evident in the fact that the African
Americans in the U.S army were unaware
that the

populations of Grenada and
overwhelmingly Africans.
The ongoing efforts to legitimize Jonas
Savimbi in black America is part of a larger
effort to mobilize the African peoples in the
United States in support of the new world
order of aggression and destabilization. In
this sense, the Gulf massacre highlighted
Panama

were

four

problems which are central for peace
security in Africa in the twenty-first
century. These are;
the issues of the outstanding border
and

•

demarcations in the ex-colonial territories.
•

the

question of the right to self determination for oppressed peoples, especially the Palestinians.

•

the redistribution of the wealth of the
Gulf and the control of the resources of
the Third World

by the peoples of the

Third World and
the issues of demilitarization and

•

democracy.

*

These questions correspond to the search

for

mode of economic

organization
beyond the cultural, financial, technological and military domination of Western
capitalism. As the Western world sharpens
the weapons of domination, so too do the
forces for peace and democracy have to
a new

resist the disinformation and violence
which is being called a new world order.

People all over the world remember that it
was Adolph Hitler who last called for a
New World Order. Africans and the Non

Aligned Movement had called for a new intemational economic order but the double

speak of President Bush is to redirect atten26

A

question of arbitrary borders? Kuwaiti diplomats consult

tion away frxMn the inequalities of the
national system.

inter-

Americans who fought against the feudal
monarch of Britain in 1776 were now fight-

ing to

prop up conservative sheiks in
societies where women are denied the most

elementary rights as human beings. In
reality, however, the battle to ‘liberate’
Kuwait was a thin disguise for the support
of the conservative government in Israel
and its efforts to create a greater Israel
which includes the territories which
now

are

illegally occupied. To finance this

project of recolonization Israel has been
promised over U.S. $10 billion to support
the resettlement of

(mosdy Soviet Jews)

European citizens
on

the Palestinian

homeland.

One of the justifications for the massive

bombing campaign against the industrial
infrastructure of Iraq was to prevent the
development of biological, chemical and
nuclear weapons. This hypocrisy is clear
from the fact that there is

pressure on IsNuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty and to open up its nuclear facilities
to inspection. While Iraq signed the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and had
opened up its research facilities for inspec¬
rael to

sign

a

no

tion, the Israelis and the South Africans
have
but

only developed nuclear weapons
advancing with the technology to

not

are

deliver these weapons.
The collaboration between Israel and the
white

minority government in South Africa
is manifest in many ways, trade, commerce,
industrial development, military and cul-

tural

cooperation and most important in the
development of repressive instruments to
coerce civilians. The South African concept
of the Bantustan has been refined in the oc-

cupied territories and there is the same
desire to have large scale immigration in
the short

run

to counter the

long-term

population imbalance between the settler
populations and the local oppressed
peoples. A dying apartheid system seeks to
attract skilled workers from Eastern Europe
to support white domination. Hence some
of the setUers from Eastern Europe to Israel
are already finding their way to South
Africa. And in South Africa the white

minority government provides refuge for
600,000 ex-settlers from .\ngola and

Mozambique who
recolonize these

want to go back to

two

independent African

countries.
The recolonization of the Gulf

along

with the occupation of Iraq by the United
States army embolden the forces of racism,
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TTie evidence of the real

reaction and violence and militarism at a
time when the popular forces are calling for
democratic participation and expression
from Benin,

Egypt, Gabon, Morocco,
Nigeria and Togo to Zambia, Zaire, South
Africa and Kenya. This support for repressive governments has been most evident in
the cases of Egypt and Kenya. In response
to the growing political maturity of the
liberation movement, Mwakenya, and a
human rights movement in Kenya the
United States Congress had held up financial support for the Moi dictatorship. But
because the port of Mombassa was needed
as a base for the United States troops in the
Gulf this military aid was released in early
1991. And to support prostitution in Africa,
Egyptian women were flown in to satisfy
the desires of American soldiers in Saudi

Arabia. The decadence and violence in this

region which is a holy place for millions
throughout the world will have long term
repercussions for the United States and
Europe. The African continent, which has
had centuries of cooperation and conflict
with the Gulf, need to reflect on the many
issues of this war. Four are highlighted for
this paper.
The Issue of outstanding

border issues

in ex-colonial territories.
The invasion of Kuwait

by Iraq on

August 2,1990 had brought to the fore the
issues of the arbitrary borders which had
been drawn by the colonialists. This border
dispute between Kuwait and Iraq has not
been the first and it will not be the last as
most

of the borders in the Arab world

as

in

arbitrarily with little
regard for the culture and history of the
dominated peoples. The borders were fixed
by France and Britain in the service of their
Africa

own

were

drawn

geo-fX)litical and strategic interests.

The devastation caused in the wake of
the

military attempt to settle this issue

refocuses attention

on

the Charter of the

Organization of African Unity with respect
to

colonial borders. One of the

tence

that border issues

were to

be solved

behind

Iraqi invasion are still unclear especially since Kuwait and Saudi Arabia were
former allies of Iraq and financed the U.S.
$250 billion war of Iraq against Iran. There
is

some

evidence to indicate that the CIA

dela

precipitated this crisis in order to crush an
independent Iraq. The transcript of the
meeting between the American Ambassador to Iraq and Saddam Hussein on July

opportunist leaders in Africa and in the
Arab world who support the violation of the
rights of the Palestinians in order to get
military support from the United States.
Syria, which claims to speak for the cause
of Arab nationalism helped, to weaken the
Palestinians in Lebanon. Currying the

25 tend to confirm the view that the United
States

precipitated a crisis in order to
humiliate Iraq.
Whatever the basis of the invasion, the
hypocrisy of the West was manifest in the
manipulation of the Security Council of the
United Nations. Not only has the United
States not gone to war to enforce the United
Nations resolutions relating to the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank, the Golan
Heights and Lebanon, but the United States
professed not to see the linkage between the
problem of Kuwait and the question of self
determination for the Palestinians.
This same United States for twelve years
called for

a linkage between the independence of Namibia and the withdrawal

of Cuban troops

from Angola. This same

and destruction of

Mozambique and Angola. It is the same United States which
removed the citizens of Diego Garcia in
order to establish a military base in the In-

Morocco and

Egypt in sending troops to

fight in the Gulf

war on the side of the
United States. Similar opportunism could
be discerned in the

trip to Israel of the

African American mayor of New York at
the time when the Israeli government had a
24 hour curfew

against 1.7 million Palesof the Egyptian
government for the government of Israel
even after the Temple Mount massacre in
Jerusalem in October 1990 exposed the
comprador nature of this society which
professes to be on the side of liberation in
tinians.

The support

As the massive resistance of the

mass

African government so

had the intifada
brought international attention to the
repressive policies of Israel. The Palestinian youth in their opposition to Israel
were also exposing those Arab states who
collaborated with Israel via the United

States. In this respect the Gulf War clarified

dian Ocean.

Why has this hypocrisy been so blatant?
in the question of self

the fact that the

political power, of the
leadership in Syria, Egypt, Moroc-

Part of the answer lay

present

determination for the Palestinians and the

CO,

issue of self determination all over the

more

colonized and

mination for the Palestinians. Some of

oppressed world.

question of the right to self
determination for oppressed peoples.
The

When in 1990 the Jewish

lobby in the

pressed Nelson Mandela to
fiis support for the Palestine

United States
renounce

sincerely believe that there are many
similarities between our struggle and that
of the P.L.O. We both live under a unique

Third World should solve border

form of colonialism and
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portunism of Senegal, Sierra Leone,

Namibia) by the South Africans, they support the illegal occupation of the Western
Sahara by Morocco and the destabilization

"I

means.

favour of the USA was also behind the op-

democratic forces had isolated the South

the two Yemens in the
solution of long standing dispute provided
one example of why poor people in the
by peaceful

distinct difference from those

Africa and in Palestine.

Liberation Organization (PLO) he had said:

disputes

was a

government supports the illegal occupation
of Walvis Bay (the strategic port in

by peaceful means or be maintained. The
agreement between

port for the Palestinian cause. One only
.needs to study the establishment and the expansion of the state of Israel to understand
the similarities between Zionism and apartheid.
The principled position of Nelson Man-

and the United States administration

enduring

positive elements of the OAU is the insis-

reasons

the

a

lot flows from

Nelson Mandela spoke for many
Africans when he expressed this clear supthat"

Saudi Arabia and the Emirates was

these

important than the issue of self detersame

states want to

cooperate with

the United States to liquidate the leadership
of the Palestinian

people in order to speak

for them at any psuedo conference set up
under the auspices of the United States.
The issue of Palestine has

highlighted

the fact that the self determination of the

peoples of Palestine, North Africa, The
Middle East and the Gulf are inextricably
linked. The
this

dispersal of the Palestinians in

region along with the contradictions of

recolonization will determine that the
27

iransformaiion of ihe politics of the whole

tively

region is tied to the issue of self determina-

from sections of the left which

tion for Palestine. This is

already clear in

Kuwait where the anti-democratic forces

always

use

the Palestinians

as

their target.

The experience of the Palestinians in Jordan in 1970, in Lebanon under Syrian bombardment and in Israel should inspire
Africans

everywhere who remember the

sacrifices needed for self determination.
The fundamental weakness of the Soviet

Union throughout the crisis was another

important lesson for the peoples of the Middie East and Africa. For

more

than four

decades the socialist posture of Soviet
Union acted as a deterrent to the militarists
in the United States. But the USSR, as one
of the five permanent members of the

Security Council, failed to take a principled
stand
use

so

that the United Slates would not

the United Nations

as a

’fig leaf’

to

launch the ground war.
Not

hampered
clarity among the ranks of the peace movement

in the USA.

The redistribution of the wealth in the
Gulf and the control of the resources of
the

The

region.

slogan by the

peace movement in-

temaiionally — No Blood for Oil — adequately summarized one of the principal issues

behind this war. The West has enjoyed

the

emigration of hundreds of thousands to
settle in the occupied territories but in the
Security Council the USSR approved the
resolution

authorizing the use of force
against Iraq. In this, the USSR joined secEuropean and US left which ac¬

pines and Africa. One writer for the

Inter-

national Labour

Organi7.ation compared
working conditions as similar to
slavery.
the

There

were

more

than three million

Africans from Egypt, Sudan, Tanzania,
Somalia, Morocco and Djibouti who
worked under these slave like conditions

but the remittances sent home

important

were

very

to their families and to the

respective economies The

way

in which

cheap oil from this region for decades when

U.S.

the

for reconstruction in Kuwait—and the Ian-

majority of the people of llie oil producing stales are poor. Related to the control
over

the production of oil is the social struc-

ture

which is in

hydrocarbon

place

resources.

to

exploit the

The division of

labour in the Gulf reflected the intemational division of labour where 20 per cent of
the world’s population control 80
percent
of the wealth.
The conditions of the

only has the Soviet Union allowed

tions of the

support Zionism. It is this support

labour in the Gulf

reproduction of

was one

of the

worst

in

the world where the vast army of
migrant
labourers had no rights. There was hierar-

chy with the Feudal emirates, kings and

oii'

companies have secured the

guage of

contracts

restructuring and modern-

ization—also suggest the USA, France and
Britain do

not want

Third World

the workers from the

to return to

the Gulf. Part of

the present purge

against the more than
400, 000 Palestinians in Kuwait is to be
able

to

provide Jobs for the Egyptians and
whites from Europe so as to

if necessary

solve the

unemployment problem in

Europe and the United States.
The presence

of finance capital in this

region recycling the resources of this area
back to Europe and the United States
pose
a

challenge for the long term independence
dependence of this ruling

company representatives at the top and at
the bottom millions of cheap unskilled

of the Gulf. The

labour from India, Sri Lanka, the

classes in Saudi Arabia and those Emirates

Philip¬

forming the Gulf Cooperation Council was
most

evident from the

Sabbah

lifestyle of the Al
family. This family had over U.S.

SlOO billion invested in Europe and while
young

African-Americans

the desert

to

were

serving in

’liberate’ Kuwait the

class of this

city state
dancing in Cairo.

was

ruling

gambling and

The issue of the
wealth in this

lopsided division of
region is also a mirror of the

crisis for Africa in the wake of the debt

crisis. The IMF stabilization policies

throughout the Third World imposed
austerity

the working people
Iraq, Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia spent millions on purchasing
weapons from the West. Not even the oil
producing states such as Nigeria, Algeria or
Egypt could escape the strictures of the intemational crisis which gripped Africa.
measures on

while the rulers of

Millions

are

spent on purchasing weapons from the West: parading military
power

28

in Africa
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The

deeper the economic crisis the

calls there
ces

were

for the control

and calls for the

This realization

more

over resour-

delinking from inter-

Africa,

a

at war. In

was not

isolated

South

to

the past 10 years more than

form and content of this

2 mil-

states which had used its resources to build

U.S.SSO billion have been spent on a war

have lost their lives and

which has been waged by

its citizens and the Iraqi society was

government to support

developing to be

Africa. Thus

centre

cultural and political

a

for the Arab world. Even

though the

leadership had squandered the wealth in the

religious form. This is called Is-

lamic fundamentalism in the West. The

lion persons

solid indusUial base. It had educated

a

region and society which is iusclf

national capitalism. Iraq was one of those

up a

taken

war

the South African

white supremacy in

and destmetion

strangers to Africans.
Africa the

had

over

arc no

As in Southern

opposition which

is coated in

religious robes differs in many
region of
North Africa where the people have
resorted to religion as a way of countering
states

but is most overt in the

the culture of

capital. No government in

North Africa and the Arab world is immune

past twelve years on the senseless war with

impact on sharpening the divisions between the old repressive

fighting for democratic politics. Yet this

Iran, it

forces and the forces calling

nationalism also manifest anti-democratic

was one

of the few

states

seeking an

independent foreign policy. This’indepcndence sU'uck at the heart of the long
term policies of the United States to control
the oil

resources

region. Iraq had

and to militarize this
to be humbled and

war

an

for democracy

and demilitarization.
The calls for

of nationalism which while

wave

tendencies and

democracy have also been

heard in every country

of Africa but

in North Africa where the

so

from this

religious intolerance.

The West will reap

the full harvest of this

more

opposition with this revival of nationalism

popular forces

in the Arab woild and Africa. And in

have been repressed for the past

20

years.

rcspon.se to

anti-imperialist nationali.sm

opened up the

there will be

a

weakened, its religious and cultural shrines

All

bombed. The humiliation of Iraq was to

discussion of the cultural, financial and

the citizens from North Africa who live in

lesson for other countries but it

such

military domination by the West. In states
as Libya, Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria the governments openly opposed the

a common

United States and supported the people of

Iraq. The Egyptian government closed

Jingoism of Europe which prttcipitated
colonialism and imperialism iif the 19th
century. In this period military intervention

democracy in the Gulf and Africa.

schools and Universities and there

and the violation of basic

The

tensions between

serve as a

has

pointed out that the opposition to Uie

USA

has to be carried forward from

a

popular and democratic political base.
The search for demilitarization and

has

exposed the propensity for
capitalism to generate destructive and barbaric

war

wars

and has

tives towards

sharpened the altema-

democracy and demilitarizaCape in South Africa to

tion. From the
Cairo in

Egypt there

and militant

and

were

demonstrations

opposition to the occupation

bombing of Iraq. Major demonstra-

tions in South Africa led
tween

to

tensions be-

the South African government and

over

North Africa the

war

were

Egypt and the Sudan. A
weak government in Ethiopia hoped to gain
a new

lease of life with

military capital

tl»c

against the

war

force for the repoliticization of

youth, workers, students,

women,

small

business persons and religious leaders. This
was most

evident in Morocco where the

demonsU'ations of

over

500,000

were

the

of Saudi Arabia when over

largest since independence in the fifties.

10,000 South Africans of the Muslim

The Moroccan government which has itself

Council of theologians volunteered to

been

the government

in

fight

Iraq against the "allies". The Saudi
in turn held

government

Africans who

pilgrimage

were

at

over

300 South

the time

on

a

to mecca. However,the more

perceptive among the South Africans
recognized that the opposition to the war
would in the long run be meaningful by the
overthrow of

apartheid and white domina-

tion in Southern Africa.

waging a war against the people of the

Western Sahara will be one of the

ones

least

likely to survive this crisis. For without the
means to

defend their

basic needs of the

sacrificed

so

living standards the

working

poor were

that the monarch could

prolong the war to halt the independence of
the Western Sahara.

The destruction of

popular forms of or-

ganization by the governments has ensured
that
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predicated

European home call for the old

on

rights will be

the fight against "terrorism".

This will be the

new

bogey in the post cold

war era.

Exploiting Differences

The demonstrations
as a

agaiast

France, Spain and Italy. Tho.se who call for

from Israel.

acted

rise in racist attacks

opposition to Western imperialism has

In the short run the United

States, France

^d Britain hope to exploit the differences
in the Arab world to guarantee
programme

the Western
of militarization and support

for conservative monarchs.
process

However, this

is not assured for the American

government cannot guarantee the survival
of the present regime in Egypt.

The fight for
democracy in Egypt and other states in
North Africa will have a profound effect on
the Gulf and other parts of Africa.

remembers that it

was

independence which

the

over

The West

Algerian

war

of

40 years ago lit

the fires of rebellion and nationalism all
over

The Arab world and Africa. The

legacy of the sU'uggles for independence
was inspired by Nasser is strong.

which

Now it is clearer that independence must be
based

on

a

popular democratic culture
29

which

challenge the despotism of

can

capitalism. The

era

of militarism and

societies which seek to

use

to control the oil resources of the

the

war

only be challenged by democratic

can

•

•

to

the resources of

Africans in America is like hell. The rise in

find

military expenditure redirects resources
away from proper education, housing,

arms
•

to

while the living reality of the

space

competition with Europe and Japan.
a new

base for United States

troops as a result of the conventional

the

region for the development of the
people. Ultimately, however,the problems

Gulf in

treaties in

health

Europe, and

prevent the consolidation of the inde-

and old age

care

Most of the troops

pensions.

have not returned but

of demilitarization in the Gulf are tied to the

pendence in the Third World, crush the

the Bush administration has launched

search for peace

demand for self-determination

another

and conversion in North

America and Europe.

manifest in the Palestinian
In the

Africans and the New Word Disorder,.
Behind the rhetoric of the President of

as

movement.

short-run, to achieve these objec-

lives there will be greater

cooperation be-

Israel and the United States and

destabilize the black

war to

munity in America. This
war on

war

com-

is called the

crime. This new war compounds the

violence and

insecurity which is generated
called war on drugs. The war on

the United States about a New World Order

tween

is

extension South Africa. The United States

by the so
drugs serves to legitimize the militarization

will in this

of the black

an awareness

that in the

the international

restructuring of
capitalist economy the

United States is much weaker than Japan
and

Europe. The new order is an attempt to

create a new

division of labour to

replace

the

hegemonic position that was occupied
by the United States after WotW War II. The

period have to maintain

discussing the need

to

place US troops in

tier of power in India, Brazil and Korea.
no

proposed

new

between

this

place for Africans in this
order. Africa is up for grabs

Europe, Japan and the USA. For

reason

USA have

the African
a

population in the

central role to oppose

the

African-Americans have an objective interest

in

cutting through the disinformation

campaign behind the
racism in
racists

one

war

for the rise of

part of the world emboldens

everywhere. Despite the rhetoric of

sharpen the contradic-

legitimacy of the
very regimes that the United States hope to
prop up whether in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia
or

Usually

war

sharpens the

transformation and
short-run the

processes

of

regression. In the
regression is clearest in the
or

United States where the political

leadership
celebrate a "turkey shoot" as a military vietory. The regression is also evident as the

society deteriorates and
the leaders resist fundamental restructuring
of the politics and economics of the society.
Even in the midst of the celebrations
over

the

"victory" in the Gulf African-

Americans

were

reminded of the violence

with the demand for the

California. This crude beating and celebra-

United States
•

to

political objectives of the
were:

mobilize the citizens of the United

States to support
war

the Pentagon and the
making institutions in America.

render them

un-

in

opposing the carnage in the Gulf and now

will have to
the

play a vital role in converting
military industries to producing goods

for civilian

use.

Conclusion

fighting aggression in Kuwait the objec-^^
lives of the USA were always at variance
Kuwait. The

so as to

struggle against capitalism in

Kenya.

when a video tape recorded the police beat-

Iraqi army to leave

African-American

America. Africans in America took the lead

strategic resources of
However, the very process of

social stock of the

racism of this disorder.

American administration to narcotize the

the West

dits divide the world between

There is

community when many say
objective of racists in the

able to

tions and undermine the

perial implications of this division are
pointed out the officials point to a second

that it is the

Africa to defend the

recolonization will

Japan and the United States. When the im-

large

military force in the Gulf, on land, sea and
air. Already the United States generals are

racism of this order is clear when the pun-

Europe,

a

by

ing

an

unarmed civilian in Los Angeles,

tion

by the racist police captured the day to
day reality of the Africans in the United
States

as

The

war

in the Gulf further exposed the

inhumanity of capitalism. The racism of the
colonial and
head as

a

imperial orders rearing its

force for the 21st century.

thinkable for human

beings to deny mil-

lions of other humans their
without being

It is un-

humanity

dehumanized in the process.

Once large groups of people are considered
inferior then it becomes
them not

possible to deny
only basic rights, the rights to

liberty, but the right to life itself. This is one
lesson of the

barbarity in Iraq. African

people everywhere have to organize so that
the regression in the West and the rise of
racism do

not

result in the

globalization of

apartheid.^

the government continue to spend

vast sums

researching for

a

future

war

in
Horace

Campbell is

a visiting scholar
Programme of African Studies
North Western University, United

with the
at

States.
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FROM THE DIASPORA

Malcolm X: A Model of Black Manhood
Ron Daniels
UNDAY May

s

colm X

Black

was one

19 was National Mai-

Day, the birthday of "Our

Shining Prince". Malcolm X
leaders in the his-

of the greatest

the United States system.
bom

a

criminal, he

criminal system.

was

Malcolm was not

Spokesman for the Honourable Elijah

criminalised by a

Muhammad and the Nation of Islam. Self-

He was not bom a hustler.

Malcolm became

hustler within

a

a

tory of our people. As Black America

which denies Black

grapples with the so-called "crisis of the
Black male", I cannot think of a more

political parity and full economic

impressive model for our young African

became

men

to emulate than El

tunity. Malcolm

people economic and

was not

violent

system

man to

oppor-

bom violent. He
survive within

respect, self-help,

self-reliance, self-

defence and self-determination and nationhood

were

among

the principles that this

magnificent convert to ihe movement put
forth

as a master

teacher and leader.

a

Up from the devastating depths of op-

Hajj Malik el

system which breeds and thrives on

a

Shabazz. His transformation from Mai-

violence. In fact, like countless other Black

pressive ghetto life, Malcolm came to symbolise resistance to racism and oppression.

colm Little, to Detroit Red, to Malcolm

young men,

Malcolm

intelligent,

He embodied our hopes for what we can be-

X, to El Hajj Malik el Shabazz stands as

resourceful,

even

a

testimony to possibilities of

dividual and

a

an

in-

people to rise above their

had the stuff to flower within the

so

Malcolm’s life of crime

many

today, Malcolm

of

brothers
"man child in the

our young

was a

promised land". He was a Black youth
among a multitude of an "endangered
species" condemned to

a

life of poverty,

vice, crime, violence and death. Malcolm
was a

hoodlum, drug-pusher and pimp who

revelled in and

glorified life in the streets.

Characteristic of a people victimised by op-

pression, Malcolm, the victim, turned his
anger and frusriation into anti-social behaviour which furthered victimised

pressed Black people. He became

an

op-

an ac-

complice to America’s genocidal exploitation, neglect and disregard for Black

people. He was an agent of death and
destruction among a

battered and abused

people.
In

right at-

mosphere and environment.

oppression.
Like

was an

brilliant individual. He

eventually

landed him in
the

prison. But Malcolm turned
penitentiary into a classroom, a

veritable

university where his natural God-

come as a

free and self-determining people.

that all of

He illustrated, without a doubt,
us can

rise above the limitations

on us

by

blows for

imposed

oppressive system to strike

an

our own

freedom and liberation.

Malcolm is every endangered Black man
in this

society today. And his life is a living

given talent developed. Malcolm broke the

example of the victim rising up to turn the

psychological and cultural chains which

tables

had bound him and

was

Malcolm’s life is that transformation is pos-

converted from

agent of oppression to

an

converted. He

was

an

agent for the liberation of Black people.

It

was

the

teachings of the Honourable
Elijah Muhammad and the values and dis-

on

sible and

the victimiser. The lesson of

our

fight to free ourselves and our people. Maiworthy of emulation and praise.

colm X is

As Ossie put

cipline of the Nation of Islam which

Malcolm

provided the right atmosphere and environ-

in

ment

for Malcolm

to grow

and flourish.

liberation is inevitable if we

it:
was our

manhood

force beSpeaks the official
newspaper of the Nation of Islam, a tireless
organiser and propagator of the faith and a
champion of Black people and Third World

reality there was absolutely nothing
inherently wrong with Malcolm. There

people in the US and the world. The

was/is something inherently wrong with

the

child in the

man

promised land rose to become
articulate and dynamic National

.

.

and

honouring him we honour oursel-

ves.

Malcolm X became the driving

hind Muhammad

.

Long live el Hajj Malik el

Shabazz.lD

Ron Daniels served as the Director

of

the National Rainbow Coalition and as
the

Deputy Campaign Manager for the

Reverend Jesse Jackson’s Presidential

Campaign in 1988. He has served as
President ofthe National Black Assemb-

ly and as Chairperson of the National
Black Independent Political Parly. Currently, he serves as President of the Institutefor Community Organisation and
Development in Youngstown, Ohio.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Official Persecution in Mauritania?
Government efforts to weaken opposition take

new

turn

Rakiya Omaar

o

N the Mauritania side of the

afraid: they are compelled to submit, but

Senegal River valley, the severity

they

of government

shame".

repression is fore-

ing black villagers and herders to leave

women

their communities and seek

ment.

refuge in

Senegal and Mali.
Even

mass

deportations of

black Mauritanians in 1989/90

following
the border dispute with Senegal have
abated, indiscriminate killings, torture,
rape and beatings by the army and progovernment militias are

daily

along the valley, not

isolated incidents

a

as

occurrences

political strategy. The

majority of refugees arriving in camps in
northern Senegal in the last few months are
Halpulaar herders from Guidamakha and
Gorgol regions. Haunted by the spectre of
united black

a permanent sense

of

Many of the new refugees are
seeking to escape this kind of tor-

Central to the government’s strategy is

though the

but the result of

left with

are

opposition, local authorities,

dominated by fieydanesof Arab/Berber descent, have armed and let loose in the val-

the determination to

based in

the release of about 300 black

Senegal, especially the Forces de

Libération de la Mauritanie

(FLAM). As

government forces conduct their vindictive
searches for ‘suspects’, beatings and torture
are

standard

interrogation tools.

The government’s efforts to weaken
black
new

opposition has reportedly taken a
"deporting" blacks who have

twist:

been arrested in southern

villages

On March 7, the government announced

prisoners whose

arrest had

political

proved politi-

cally embarrassing to the government at a
time the regime felt vulnerable because of
its pro-Iraq stance in the Gulf War. Coming
shortly after a visit to Nouakchott by
Michel Vauzelle, President of the

Foreign

Affairs Committee of the French National

to the

Assembly, the initiative highlights the

ncHth of Mauritania. But it is the killings of

government’s apprehensions about the
post-Gulf future of a country dependent on

unarmed herders that is the most brutal

aspect of the government’s

assistance from the Arab world and the

tions

West.

security operaalong the valley. On December 9,

1990, nine herders from the
were

been)

died in the

village of Winding in the region of Bababé; they were
trying to cross the river into Senegal when
the security forces spotted them. In their
men

panic, they fell into the water and drowned.

ley militia forces consisting of former black

In many

when four

discourage men from
joining the ranks of armed black groups

slaves who identify politically and cultural-

ly with their former masters.

Escape has its hazards. This danger was
tragically underscored on February 27

same family
village of Baragal Dia.
also fleeing the economic

killed in the

Villagers

are

Still, hundreds of other blacks remain in
detention.
least

a

Foreign observers

thousand blacks

were

agree

that at

arrested be-

villages, women have
raped by the National Guard and the

burden of

military, who take them away for the night;

their possessions. In late February, the army

thousand. The government accused the

invaded the

detairtees of plotting a coup

in the

morning they are brought back and
exchanged for a new "companion". In the

village of Sangue-Jeri,
in

a

a

Halpulaar village

Soninke area, the men were told to

leave and the

raped; if the men
refused, they were beaten. In the villages of
Bababé and Sorimalé, the women are apwomen

parently kept for four or five days before a
new woman takes their place.
According to
a

former
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political prisoner, "the people are

feeding an army that confiscates

their Uvestock, raids their homes and loots

tween November 1990 and

Mauritanians put the

January 1991;
figure at several

villages of Tagou Talla and
Diarebé. They confiscated the villagers’
belongings and told them that from now on

that was apparently scheduled for late November. The

"everything

nounced in

herders and
were

must go to the army". Eleven
farmers, 10 men and a woman,

arrested, including a 70-year-old

chief. "You cannot defend
the state," commented

yourself against

refugee from
refuse to give solone

Selibaby. "You cannot
diers what they demand."

‘news’ about the failed coup was an-

early January, long after the

‘suspects’ had been arrested, interrogated
of them tortured. In addition to

and many

military and naval personnel, scores of
were also arrested, affecting many

civilians

who could not possibly
vement

with

an

have had any invol-

attempted coup.
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But

even

if all current detainees

are

freed, politically-motivated killings, disap-

Senegal presented the government with

an

cal force before the

deportations. Since

opportunity to ‘unblacken’ Mauritania in
its hope to cement the country’s identifica-

then, it has grown by tapping a deep reser-

cities, hundreds of black professionals have

tion with the world of the

been

pearances

and torture

are common.

In the

Maghreb. The

voir of resentment toward

a

political

sys-

that has profoundly

deportations were rationalised as the expul-

alienated the black
community. The existence of armed op-

former prisoners are under surveillance and

sion of

position

fear is

pervasive in the black community.

tained Mauritanian

government to intensify its war against

Most

important of all, the government
firmly committed to "arabising"

the

peaceful citizens, for those bearing the
brunt of military abuses have been unarmed
vil'agers.

arbitrarily dismissed from their jobs,

remains

Mauritania,

an

ideal that has been used to

justify the political, economic and cultural

‘Senegalese’ citizens who had ob-

nationality fraudulently. In reality, the objective was to rid
Mauritania of its black citizens. Ironically,
deportations galvanised

a

community

that was, until

tern

groups

provides

a pretext

government’s policy of punitive

recently, politically quite
passive. Now huddled in camps on the
Senegalese side of the valley or jobless in
the cities, angry villagers and profes-

of a former political prisoner echoed

repression has been particularly intense

sionals, bewildered by the sudden devasta-

many

since 1986 when FLAM

published "The
Manifesto of the Oppressed Black". Most
of the signatories were Halpulaar. Since
then the government’s apprehensions about
the potential of black resistance have

tion of their lives, give voice to long-stand-

centred

along the valley to the existence of armed

disenfranchisement of the black

com-

munity.
The

on

that ethnic group.

paign culminated in the
of 1989 when

a

mass

This

cam-

deportations

border conflict with

ing grievances.
The government
scope

links the enormous
of security operations and the main-

tenance

of an unofficial state of emergency

black groups,
in

Black Mauritanians

see

for the

the arrests in the

broader context of government

towards the black community.

policy

The reaction
that of

others.

"It is not

question of merely ceasing to
persecute blacks. Is the state prepared to
play its role, which is to distribute justice
and the country’s resources equitably
among

a

all its citizens? Only then

Mauritanians live in

can

harmony.'O

in particular FLAM. Created

1983, FLAM was not a significant politi¬
Rakiya Omaar is executive director of
Africa Watch.
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CONFERENCE REPORT

Thirty Years of Independence in Africa:
Results and Prospects
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o

T

HE African Association of Politi*

Authoritarianism

cal Science

ence

(AAPS) held

a pan-

African conference

on Thirty Years
of Independence: Results and Prospects in
Windhoek, Namibia, from May 23 to 25,
1991, at the Safari Hotel. The conference
was

opened by the Namibian Prime Min-

ister. Dr Hage Geingob, after receiving a
word of welcome from prof A.
AAPS President.

Bathily,

In his

noted

opening remarks, Dr Geingob
the various changes that have oc-

curred in Africa since

independence. In

in Africa

basis of its

There

sessions

up many

it opened

possibilities for development that

Africans could
colonialism.

not

have dreamt of under

Nonetheless, requisite institu-

tions and processes have not been set in motion to make the real
ment

challenge of develop-

in

post-colonial Africa, i.e. the challenge of positive social transformation.
This is

mainly because, in almost

case, the

every

political equation has not been set

right in Africa.
The

Secretary-General of AAPS, Prof P.
Anyang Nyong’o, giving his opening ad-

three-hour plenary
which over a dozen papers were

were

at

held

on two

seven

was

on

consecutive

were

also

nights. The first

Developments in South Africa,

when representatives of the three

nationalist political
and AZAPO

the

independence itself:

developmental achievements;

given. Two evening discussions

cussions

nificance of

justify its exist-

the last 30 years on the

a catalogue of woes,
miseries, disappointments and failures.

today, it is important

appreciate the sig-

over

the balance sheet is

spite of the many problems that face Africa
to

cannot

—

parties

took part as

ANC, PAG

—

up a

panelists under

democratic process for conflict resolu-

tion.

chairmanship of Prof Bathily. The dis-

The conference concluded

by adopting a
agenda for AAPS revolving

rich with frankness, openmindedness and an exceptional ability by

research

the three panelists

around issues of democratisation, urban

were

—

D Moseneke, P

Nafolovhodwe and M Mbeki
into the future. It

came out

—

very

to

governance and Africa’s international rela-

focus

tions. AAPS will also go out

clearly that

the so-called "black-on-black" violence is
no

encourage

scholars and

different from the programmes that

every colonial power has, in the past,

"ig-

nited among the natives" in Africa to forestall its demise.

of its way to
African public figures, retired

r

diplomats and other

Among those who attended and

Ambassador Berhanu Dinka, addressing
the Saturday night dinner on the current

Ethiopian crisis, traced the long history of
Ethiopia and the problems that counriy has

per-

sonalities who have shaped modem history
in Africa to write their biographies.

papers were: Ibbo Mandaza (AAPS

gave

Deputy

President), Henry Okullu (Bishop of
Maseno South Diocese, Kenya), Abdulrahman

M. Babu (retired

African
Awakening, observed that momentous
political changes are currently
taking place

faced in

state.

Founou and Samir Amin (Third World

in Africa. After
many years of slumber
under authoritarian

trying to forge a modem nationAlthough repression under
Mengistu’s mle had worsened internal con-

politician and journalist), Eglal Raafat (Political Scientist), B.
Fomm, Dakar), T. Mkandawire (CODES-

flicts in Ethiopia, the liberation movements

RIA, Dakar), B. Tourok (Institute for

that

African

dress to the conference

on

The

rule, the African

peoples are beginning to take their own future into their hands;
they are beginning to
make their

own

history. This is

what the

struggle for democracy is all about.

now seem to

be

smelling victory must
be careful not to impose their ideas on
society. Instead, they should seek a new
covenant with the people by
fully opening

Alternatives), N. Bourenane
(Economist), J, Wagao (South Commission), A. Anyimodu (Political Scientist,
Legon University, Ghana) and D. Nabudere

(People’s University, Denmark).^
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Should

they all learn
English?
The Role of Portuguese

in Southern Africa

Agness Nkhoma-Darch
ORTUGUESE occupies a

P

position in the world
and in Africa

as a

lowly
whole

specifically. For-

Tomé

Principe. The populations of An-

speaking Africa, which still derives much

gola and Mozambique together probably

of its tradition from British models, it is not

e

add up to just over

20 million people.

tuguese-speakers in Southern Africa

Portuguese is also spoken in Macau,

a

(Angolans and Mozambicans) face real
problems, including a lack of interpreta-

Portuguese colonial enclave in China,

a

few kilometres from Hong Kong and

in

tion and translation facilities, a

East' Timor, a former colonial

of

courses

and

shortage

These derive from

so on.

historical circumstances which have
combined to

assign the language to

a

lower status than it deserves.

Portuguese

which

was

invaded

territory

by Indonesia in the

mid-1970s and which has been

fighting for
independence ever since. In addition, there

World Language

and cultural links with the descendants of

Yoruba-speaking slaves in Brazil, who still
practice a form of traditional African worship.

still isolated pockets

of Portuguesespeakers in Goa (India), also a former Por-

are

surprising, therefore, that few courses are
Indeed, it can be
argued that the country with the strongest
tradition of teaching Portuguese is Nigeria,
at least partly because of strong religious
available in Portuguese.

As

a

freelance teacher of

Portuguese,

Africa, is the victim of several misconcep-

South Africa, whence an estimated 600 (XX)

tions,

former settlers fled from

is largely based on
personal experience rather than on sciontific investigation. Nevertheless, I believe
that a properly carried out surv'ey would
confirm my conclusions, based as they are
on anecdotal evidence. Many of the adult

addition, the so-called "Spanish" dialect of

aid

"easier" than other

Galicia, to the north of Portugal, is actual-

travel in

third, that it is in

ly much closer to Portuguese than Castilian
Spanish and has in the past been considered

to

Portuguese,
guages in

four

as a

one

of the two official Ian-

the S ADCC region and one of the

major world languages used
some

of which

prejudices. These
world

means

are

are,

across

little better than

first, that it is not

a

language; second, that it is somehow
languages to learn; and
some way

of expression

inferior

as a

i.e. that there are some

ideas which cannot be

easily expressed in

Let us deal with these misunderstandings

by

measure

one.

fishing communities around

New Bedford, in Massachusetts; and in

Angola and
Mozambique at independence in 1975. In

to

be part

of the Portuguese literary tradi-

tion.

Portuguese.
one

tuguese colonial possession; in Malaysia;
in the tuna

By the admittedly crude

of number of speakers, Portuguese

probably ranks fifth in the world, after
Chinese, English, Spanish and Russian and
ahead of French. There are about 10 million

Yet, in the British educational tradition,

Portuguese is officially considered to be a
"minority" language. There is only one
honours course in Portuguese in the whole
of Britain (a country with well over 50
universities), at King’s College, University
of London. The language is taught at 18

speakers in Portugal itself, with at least

other British universities, but as a "minor"

another 150 million in Brazil. It is the offi-

subject, usually in combination with
Spanish, to which it is closely related.
Given the historical development of
university and higher education in English¬

cial

language of seven countries; the other
five, all in Africa, are Angola, Cape Verde,
Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Sao
Sapem June, 1991

what I have to say next

learners with whom I have to deal work

for

agencies based in Harare and need to

Mozambique for lengthy periods

visit, for example centres for displaced

Their motivation for learning Portuguese should, therefore, be strong. But
repeatedly, they state that they hope they

persons.

can

learn the

language quickly because

they already speak French, for example, or

Spanish. This idea that Portuguese is
some

sense a

derived

in

sub-set of another Latin-

language naturally hinders the

In fact, a student who
does not speak Spanish will, in nine cases
out of 10, end up speaking better Portuguese than one who does.
Similarly, because many foreigners who
learn Portuguese in Southern Africa do so
learning

process.
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in the field, the

language that they acquire
minimally functional.Their vocabulary is
often adequate for their technical work and
is

for
oi

talking to rural people; their knowledge

g; ammai is also often

rudimentary. They

do not read, or have the opportunity to read,

much

beyond the

casional weekly
translate

do

so

newspapers and an oc-

magazine. If they have to

document into

Portuguese, they
woodenly and using clumsy circuma

locutions. From these circumstances, and

also, let it be said, fiom the idea that forty
years of fascist dictatorship in some way
"held back" the development of Portuguese, comes the notion that the language
itself is

underdeveloped and unable to exof ideas. This is nonsense. Portuguese is "underdeveloped" in
rural Mozambique in the same way that
English is underdeveloped in rural Zimpress a certain range

babwe: the

people who speak it have

Photo: Calvin Dondo

"The

limited command, because it is not the Ian-

of their daily lives. I do not believe
there is a hierarchy of languages, ex-

guage
that

cept in the sense that some use more words
for
and

some

ideas than others, in an

unpredictable

arbitrary

way.

Portuguese in Africa

Portuguese wa^ adopted as the official
language of the five former colonies at independence, for exactly the same reasons
that French and English were adopted elsewhere, namely convenience, the bias of the
educational system and the impossibility in
most African countries of choosing one
African

language rather than another.

But-the crucial difference between Por-

tuguese in Portugal and Brazil and Por-

tuguese in Africa, is that on our continent it
exists alongside other national

languages.
Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau, there is the usual variety of languages,
a situation created
by the arbitrariness of
colonial frontiers. In the islands of Cape
Verde, a Creole or "pidgin" based on Portuguese vocabulary is universally spoken,
although little written. Most Portuguesespeaking Africans, just like their Englishand French-speaking brothers and sisters,
are at least bi-lingual.
In
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Portuguese

came to

Africa late and got the crumbs": at school in Zimbabwe

a

This leads, of course to a situation in
which

speaker’s mother tongue influences the vocabulary and syntax of her or his
Portuguese. The desirability of such influences has been the subject of much
debate at a political level, especially in
Mozambique, which adheres to the line that
an academically "correct" proscriptive
form of the language is necessary for the
building of national unity. In fact, there is
nothing comparable in English-speaking
Africa

a

to

the seriousness with which Ian-

guage policy is debated at a political level
in the PALOPs.

Indeed,

so

bicans and

conscious

were

the Mozam-

Angolans of the potential role

that the African Lusophone countries might

play in restoring Portuguese to its place in
the world, that Samora Machel once caused

by suggesting, in a joking mood,
that Portugal should pay Mozambique for
an

uproar

spreading the language.
But the

reality is that, although the Ianguage is essentially the same in Portugal
and the PALOPs, there are strong tendencies moving towards a specifically Mo7.ambican or Angolan dialect of Portuguese,
despite strong efforts by the governments
and academies to stop it. They were unable

to

stop Brazilian

developing into

distinct dialect with its

own

a quite
characteristics

of pronunciation and vocabulary; they will,
in the end, be unable to stop the same ten-

dency in Africa.
Indeed, writers such

as

the Angolan

Luandino Vieira, who consciously try to
write in the language of the musseques

(townsliips) of Luanda, are hastening the
There are other ^wcrful influen-

process.
ces at

w'ork too: because of the telenovelas

(or televised soap operas), one can already
hear street kinds in Maputo and Luanda
using Brazilian intonations and slang,
mixed with

expressions from Kimbundu or
Rhonga, all in a Portuguese grammatical
structure.

Literary, Cultural and Dialect Aspects
There

specific problems asquestion of Portuguese
dialects and Creole. The most widely
spoken form of Portuguese in simple
are

some

sociated with the

numerical terms is Brazilian, but this
dialect is also the least diffused intemation-

ally. Tlie so-called "European" foim of Portuguese, or "Portuguese de Portugal" is
spoken both in Portugal itself and in all the
African Lusophone countries (hereafter
referred to as the PALOPs, after the PorSapem June, 1991

for "Officially Portuguese-Speaking African Countries").
tuguese acronym
This situation

causes

certain tensions.

by far the largest market for
books ncwsp3|3crs 3jic1 niH^3zincs 3ncl its
population outnumbers the rest of the PorBrazil has

tu^ucse*spc3kin^ world by

3

substuntisl

number Yet it is

manifestly unfair that one
country’s point of view should outweigh

associating the Portuguese with dirtiness,

trained interpreters and perhaps a few more

backwardness and

so on.

Although I do not
know of any research done into the connec-

people who do translations. The demand
for services is high, but the financial

seems obvious that contempt for the
people must trunslute into 3 disre^urd for
language. Some of these attitudes, it
seems to mC) h3ve 3lso csrried over into
relations between formerly colonised
f>eoples. For example, my daughter was

rewards are often low and the interpreters
3re sometimes even expected to work out
of solidarity. But as anyone who has ever
done it knows> simultsneous interpreting
for lengthy periods is physically and mentally exhausting work and should be paid

the interest of six other nations. This is

taught at her school in Zimbabwe, in 1988,

academic point. A recent

Portuguese arrived after the British
region and that was why they got the

more

than

an

spelling conventions of
Portuguese, the "Acordo Ortografico", was
arrived at by the Portuguese and Brazilian
governments without public consultation
and has caused an uproar both in Portugal
agreement on the

^

worst bits (i.e. Angola and Mozambique),
ifistorical nonsense, but
reveals a completely unjustified prejudice
against and lack of respect for the forrrwr

and Africa because it is felt that it abandons

Portuguese colonies which can only have

traditional spelling in favour of Brazilian
convenience. It is as if the British sudden-

derived from the colonial heritage.

ly adopted American spelling and grammar

there is a Portuguese Department offering
a full honours course in the subject. But the
syllabus is the traditional one, focusing on

At the

and told all their former colonial possessions that from now on they were all going
to

University of Zimbabwe, at least.

the

major literary figures of the past such as
Vicente and Eca de
Queiroz, rather than on communications
skills. Most of the graduates of this course
whom I have met, unless they are originally Mozambicans, are far from fluent in the

have to write American.

Luis Camoes, Gil

The development of national

literature in
Portugal’s African colonies began earlier
than elsewhere in the continent for specific
reasons. Unable, because of colonial-fascist repression, to organise politically, the
urban intellectuals turned to prose and

modem spoken language.

poetry to express, often extremely indirect-

Shortages of Translators, Interpreters

ly, their nationalist feelings. The writings of
the great Mozambican poet José Craveirinha arc a case in point.
Because of the early start, Mozambican,
Angolan and Cape Verdean writers in particular have already established their own

and Courses

The direct result of the low status of Por-

There is
to

a

wealth of anecdotal evidence

On several ocarrival in Zimbabwe in

support this statement.

casions since my

1987,1 have been called in at the last mointerpret at conferences for An-

ment to

golan or Mozambican delegations. In some
instances, the need for an interpreter was
only recognised when the moment came for
the Portuguese-speaking comrades to
present their intervention and it was dis-

covered that they had been sitting there for

Africa, both the English and
in general, a low

a

the Afrikaners have,

couple of days without understanding a
was going on.
In the whole of Harare, a major con-

word of what

as a people, the
obvious manifestation of which is the

opinion of the Portuguese

of insulting slang expressions

^ther technical skills.

Some
s

\

Suggested Measures to be Taken

How to

improve this situation? Of

course, to a

certain extent it is self-correct-

ing. Portugal shrugged off fascism in 1974,
after 40 years and embarked on its true 20th

century role; the Brazilians dumped a

20-

year military dictatorship in the mid-1980s
and just last year, held direct elections for

the

Presidency for the first time since the
is no longer the Ianguage of out-dated and unfashionable
1960s. Portuguese

autocrats.

Educationists

are

finding

a new con-

fidence. When the

Portuguese Minister of
Higher Education was asked whether Portuguese universities could attract foreign
students, he replied:
They will have to learn Portuguese.

Why not? It is one of the biggest Ianin the world.

despite the evident
need. The underlying assumption is that
everyone must be able to speak English.

Portuguese in
English-Language Countries

wide range

as

preters and translators,

Status of

most

ability to concentrate on the line of thought
of the sfteaker and to empty the mind of all
other pre-occupations is required, as well

tuguese as an international language is that
there is a generalised shortage of inter-

highly distinctive voices in Portuguese —
their writings were an integral part of the
struggle. Agoslinho Neto of the MPLA was
a major poet and most Frelimo leaders have
published verse. But despite the importance of Portuguese as a language, not only
of national unity, but of nationalist expression, it is looked down upon elsewhere in
our region.

In Southern

the basis of the skills required. It is not
enough to know both languages well. The
on

guages

Nonetheless, immediate steps are possible. The

Portuguese government sends
teachers to Zimbabwe; they would

presumably be willing to do the same elsewhere in the region. Courses should be
designed with communication skills, not
literary criticism, in mind. Career opportunities for interpreters and translators must
be

improved; they should not have to
freelance and they should be involved in

training younger professionals. But in the
end, a change of attitude among us, the
English-speakers, must be the basis for any
serious change in the status of Portuguese
in Southern Africa.G

ference centre for the region, there are few
Agness Nkhoma-Darch is afreelance interpreter and language teacher.

Sapem Jent., 1991
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BOOK RKVIEWS.

I

‘Repression Can Work’
Where Silence Rules: The

Suppression of Dissent in Malawi, Africa

Watch, 1990
Reviewed

P

by John Makumbe

UBLISHED in October, 1990 by
AfVica Watch, this book is another
demonstration of the world’s

growing

concern about the violation of

human

rights by despotic regimes in
Africa and elsewhere. The book begins
with the statement: "Malawi is proof
that repression can work". It is a fearless

catalogue of Banda’s repressive

ac-

tivities which have enabled him to stay in

for

more than

twenty-six years.
The book is largely based on information
power

provided by exiled Malawians since it
was

difficult

enter

even

for Africa Watch to

Malawi, let alone carry out inves-

tigative research on some of the reported
cases

and the widespread rumours about

repression.
An

adequately close examination of
Malawi's repressive laws and institutions is
evident throughout the book. Actual names
of Banda’s victims are given, especially if

they arc already dead or living in exile. The
book is, however, wrongly titled Where
Silence Rules...; it should be Where Fear
Rules.... Malawians are generally afraid

of talking about even some of the
38

most

repressive acts carried out
against "enemies of the Life President"
however they may be defined. But, given
the constraints faced by human rights investigators in such a repressive state as
Malawi, the accuracy of the factual data
contained in the book is quite impressive.
gruesome

national security are often put forward as

legitimate reasons for detention and other
repressive measures. Banda himself, commenting on detention without trial, stated in
1966:

If, to maintain political stability and
efficient administration, I have

The book

correctly links repression to
corruption thus:

I want

The Malawian

regime is deeply corrupt... The corruption is at the very
top and is so barefaced that it is never
even

Banda in power in order to
further wealth, (p.8)

amass

This relationship between repression and

corruption is often denied by repressive
regimes when they claim that they carry out
their diabolical acts in order to protect the
of political stability and

state. Maintenance

nobody to misunderstand me.

I will detain anyone

who is interfer-

ing with the political stability of this
country,

called by its proper name. Presi-

dent Banda has used his position of
political power to accumulate massive personal wealth. Thus the
economic management of the
country cannot be separatedfrom issues of human rights. On the contrary, human rights abuses hau occurred as a means of maintaining

to

detain 10 000,100 000,1 will do it.

(p.23)

This Africa Watch

publication carefully
judiciary system

studies and describes the

in Malawi and documents some of the cases

that the

judiciary system dealt with fairly

and much to the

chagrin of the selfproclaimed "Life President". Most of the
incidents recorded make such

reading that book should
mended
A

to

sample of the

make this
•

those of

not be rccom-

a nervous

more

depressing

notable

disposition.
ca.ses may

point clearer:

In 1964, four cabinet ministers were dis-

missed for

disagreeing with Banda
Portugal and China,

on

South Africa,

SAPE.M June, 1991

•

Imprisonment of over 1 000 supporters
Chipembere and

of former ministers,
Chisiza in 1965;
•

The removal of Aleke Banda from post

of

Secretary General of the ruling the
Congress Party (MCP) in 1974
and his subsequent imprisonment;
Malawi

•

The removal from the
bert Muwalo

same

post of Al-

Nqumayo and his execu-

tion in 1977;
•

Dick
MCP

Matenje, who had also dared to be
Secretary General suffered the

same

fate, he

was

killed by government

("Since then, the post has
unfilled");

agents in 1983
remained
•

Imprisonment of
hair

over

wear

their

the collar and those who

wear

men

who

flared trousers, and women who wear
trousers or

skirts that

No

questions

on

human rights abuses: Banda accepting the freedom of the city of

hang above the

Harare, Zimbabwe

;

knee;
•

Severe forms of

regionalism and ethnic

discrimination manifest in the abolishment

of Tumbuka

guage,

from senior

come

from the north

positions;

Persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses "because...

any
•

official Ian-

and the removal of teachers and

civil servants who

•

as an

because of their refusal to join

political party";

censorship and the
suppression of literature, with such
works as Wole Soyinka’s The Lion and
the Jewel, (ban was recently lifted),
Beckett’s Waiting for

Godot, and even
Orwell’s Animal Farm being banned
publications in Malawi. Indeed, even
Simon and Garfunkel’s "Cecilia" is
banned because the National Hostess’
name

is Cecilia.

This list is all but the

tip of the iceberg.

The number of cases recorded in the Africa

Watch book is

so

large that,

as

noted

ear-

lier, the book makes such depressing read-

ing. It certainly qualified

times over
as "subversive reading material" in Banda’s
many

Malawi.
An

interesting feature of Malawian

politics is the question of the Life
Sapem June, 1991

successor.

Banda has

so sue-

cessfully weakened the ruling party, the

ties. These are; the Malawi Freedom Movement

(MAFREMO); Congress for a

MCP, that there is little doubt that when he

Second Republic;

goes

"the family" will take over the reigns
Where Silence Rules defines the
family as:

of Malawi

of power.

are,

the

...

"Official Hostess", Cecilia

Tamanda Kadzamira, who has been
Banda's

Extreme forms of

first

President’s

the

constant

companion since

early 1960s, and her uncle John

Tembo.

(p.l6)

stipulates

that in the event of the death of the Presi-

dent, the Secretary General of the party will
take

over

the

however, very weak and are largely
waiting for Banda to die before they make
a

serious bid for power.

even

hunted down

these

leadership of the party and,

some

Indeed, Banda has
of the members of

organisations and killed

some

eagle (the Ngwazi) will

one

day come.

repression works is also
by the fact that in spite of

demonstrated
Banda’s

complete disregard for human
rights, he is still very much;

therefore, of the nation. As noted above,

...

a

friend of the West, a moral man

Banda has, over the years,

(he is an elder of the Church of Scot-

eliminated everyone

land.

systematically
who has dared to accept the post of MCP Secretary General.
The post is currently vacant. But although
Banda has been successful in eliminating

all opposition, at least from within Malawi,
cannot put a stop to his own increasing
frailty with the attendant senility. This fact
to oppressive and despotic

is often lost
leaders.

resulted in the emergence

of, at least, three

externally-based opposition
(

groups or par¬

(p.l8)

Malawi has continued to receive aid
from such

capitalist states as the United
Kingdom, Germany, Japan, the United
States of America, and the European Community. Malawi is also a signatory of the
Lomé Convention which specially includes
human

rights clause. Both the IMF and
are reported to have supported several programmes in Malawi
a

Banda’s repression has, however,

in

neighbouring countries. But the day of the
That

The constitution of the MCP

and the Socialist League

(LESOMA). These organisation

the World Bank

without

questioning Banda

on

human
39

V

rights issues. Although Malawi recently

tensibly because of the OAU's stric-

ratified the African Charter

tures about

on

Human and

non-interference in the

devil

eventually runs out of new ideas of
repression and torture. The book concludes
by making specific recommendations to the

People's Rights, there is litde likelihood of

affairs ofother member states, but in

change of oolicy and practice in this
gloried ‘Bantustan”*. There is also little

reality because of the danger that

government of Malawi and to international

they themselves might be criticized.
(p.96)

aid donors. It is doubtful that the Banda

any

likelihood of other African

ing Malawi

on

to

challeng-

human rights issues: '

African governments
reluctant

states

are

generally

criticize other

governments over human

African

rights,

os¬

The only weakness that the Africa Watch
book suffers from is that of repetition. This

weakness is rather difficult

writing on such

a

to

avDid when

sensitive topic. Even the

regime will accept any of the recommendations, but is possible that the intemationaj
aid donors may start to

apply more meaningful pressure on him to make him stop his

murderous activities.D

The Informal Sector in South Africa’s

Economy
No

Easy Ride by Coleen McCaul, South African Institute of Race
Relations, Johannesburg, 1990

Reviewed

by Sipho Buthelezi

HIS book is

T

an

cation and in

interesting publi-

a sen.se a

relevant

contribution to the under-

standing of the role of the informal
tor in the South African economy,

sec-

and in

particular the "Kombitaxi" industry’s
share of the African commuter market.

The

study covers a wide variety of isnamely, the scale of the Blackoperated kombitaxi industry; white ownership in the taxi industry; the relationships
sues,

between the kombitaxi

owners

and the

mini-bus manufacturers; the apartheid
state’s

policy towards the Black taxi industry; organisations and relationships
within the taxi industry; and the problems
and future prospects of the kombitaxi industry. Most of these issues are described
in great detail in historical terms, but lack
of more concrete analysis is a major weakness of the study as a whole.
According to Coleen McCaul, for example, taxi/commuter relationships are
complex: "commuters have supported taxi
operators in some of their struggles, civic
associations have intervened to sort out taxi

feuding
40

ana operators

have supported

township campaigns on various occasions,
as the consumer
boycott..." McCaul

such

goes on to suggest that there is an element
of ambiguity in these relationships, but then
this

ambiguity is neither specifically mennor analysed In any of the historical
examples narrated in the book.
As a consequence, because the study is
devoid of structural explanations, it is
characterised by stereotypes, distortions
and sometimes outright omissions of imtioned

portant elements and their inter-connec-

as

much

as

50%). This is surprising because
gives a detailed descrip-

the author herself

tion of the various financial schemes

or-

ganised by White entrepreneurs to "assist"
new entrants into the taxi
industry. Again
here, to the informed reader, one only has
to make reference to tensions and
feuding
that have arisen periodically in other industries, for example, the African retail industry in cases where White capital has become

involved.

tion, sequence and periodisation. Section V

The author herself confirms this when
she states that "the taxi associa'ions see

of the book deals with "Problems and Fu-

White

Prospects" of the Kombitaxi indusuy.
Among problems cited are market saturature

tion that has led to, inter alia violent feud-

ing. In fact, to the informed reader it is not
forget that many taxi drivers and

easy to
owners

have

met

with violent deaths in the

feuding that has erupted periodically, especially in the East Rand.
The author, however, fails to explain the
cause of the violent
feuding and in the
process nonchalantly dismisses the issue of
"White ownership" in the Black taxi industry (which she puts at 14% in contrast
to other studies that have put the figure to

owners as exploiting an industry
which blacks have established with dif-

ficulty". Is it too incom.prehensible to conelude that those who connive with White
owners can

actually be the cause of the hosperiodically at

tilities that have broken out
the taxi ranks?
It is worth

noting, however, that this
study has been a worthwhile project,
despite its shortcomings as pointed out in
this review. Despite lack of more concrete.
dialectical analysis, the detailed statistics
provided make useful reference and the
author has to be commended for the ef-

fon.D
Sapem June. 1991
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NEWSLEWBR
Compiled by Phillip Nyahoda

SAFES TRUST OPENS BOOKSHOP
SAFES Trust scored

Project
towards

first

by becoming the first regional republishing venture to open its own bookshop. The
ceremony also coincided with the launching of The One-Party
State and Democracy: The Zimbabwe Debate book. Speaking at
a

of the SAFES Documentation Centre’s efforts
promoting a Regional Information Strategy.

as part

search and

GUEST RESEARCH FELLOWS

the official launch of the book and the official

SAFES Trust

opening of the
bookshop, the former President of Zimbabwe,

Professor Canaan Banana, said the book was the first of its kind
in

attempting to deal extensively with contemporary issues using
of Zimbabwe’s top scholars and academicians. He also
noted that the book would go a long way in filling the vacuum
as a reference tool for those seeking to understand the political
and economic dynamics of the country.
some

The Executive Director of SAFES Trust and Editor-in-Chief
of the Southern Africa Political
Dr Ibbo

& Economic Monthly (SAPEM),

Mandaza, said the bookshop will initially cater for

regional authors of social science-oriented books, before venturing into other subject areas.
The SAFES Trust bookshop is open to the public both for
perusal and business transactions and will also house the typesetting department. The bookshop is situated in Tselentis House at
95 Harare Street, between Robert Mugabe Way and Bank Street,
Harare.

Mr Tor Skalnes from the Chr. Michelsen Institute in

Bergen, Nor-

way, will be with SAFES Trust for one year as a Guest Research
Fellow. During his sojourn at SAFES Trust, Mr Skalnes will be

researching

on

Economic Policy-Making in Post-Independence

Zimbabwe: The Interaction of Interest Groups and the State. Mr
Skalnes has previously collaborated with

Mr Sam Moyo from the
Development Studies, with whom he
published a joint working paper. The CMl and SAFES Trust have
already entered into a collaborative relationship and Mr Skalnes’
project and affiliation should be seen as part of that collaborative
Zimbabwe Institute of

endeavour.

VISITORS TO SAFES TRUST
During the month of May 1991, SAFES Trust has been honoured
by visits to its Central Secretariate by a number of scholars, either
to research at

the SAFES TRUST Documentation Centre

or to

familiarise themselves with the Trust.

DOCUMENTATION CENTRE
The Documentation Centre has

successfully polled Mango
(Micro-computers Access for NGOs) and whose Bulletin Board
is now up and running. Mango is a Bulletin Board System operating on a FIDO interactive system and can be reached on Harare,

Among the visitors to
SAFES Trust include Dr Ngalande Banda of the Economics
Department at the University of Malawi’s Chancellor College,
Zomba; Mr Wina Kawana, Director of Prices and Incomes Commission, Lusaka; Mr Davison Chilipamushi, Senior Economist
with the Investment Council of Zambia; Mr George Makusi, Leeturer at

Dar

es

the Institute of Development

Studies at the University of
Salaam, Tanzania; Professor Dani Wadada Nabudere,

Zimbabwe, telephone number -263 5 726261 and for local callers

Lecturer at the International

it is 726261. International

mark and Mr Stefan Mair of the Institute for Economic Research,

as

the system can access

and Worknet

mes.saging and file transfer is a reality
Grecnnet, Webnet, Peacenet (London)

peoples College, Helsingör, Den-

Munhen, Germany.

(South Africa). The Centre hopes that both regional

and international based research and network institutions will
take

advantage of this on-line system, to exchange information

and send mail

to

the SAFES Sec etariaic and the Documentation

Centre. The Librarian (who is the

Systems Operator for SAFES
Trust) is willing to assist other NGOs willing to join the MANGO
Sapfm June, i991

BOOKS RECEIVED
Africa Watch (1991): Academic Freedom & -Human Rights
Abuses in Africa,

London & Washington.
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The Status of

Gender Research:

Publication and
Studies
Ruth Meena
THE coordinator of the Gender Relations Unit

fam iliarisation tour of the region. The last leg

completes her
of her tour took her

Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. The
following is a brief overview of her impressions on gender issues
to

in these countries.

The amount of effort and energy which is being devoted to reon gender issues is highly impressive in all the
countries in the region. With the exception of few isolated cases,

searching

however, gender

awareness

exists

more or

less exclusively

among female academics in the region. Gender

inequities anr.
socio-injustices which exist within our societies have been either
ignored or dismissed by some of our "famous" male academics
as either non-existent or
secondary problems which do not
deserve some attention. The existence of researchers focusing on
gender issues and the very research process constitutes part of
the larger struggle to fight against gender inequities and socioeconomic injustices within our societies.
In Mozambique, for instance, despite the war which continues
to paralyse the research process, few academics have vowed to
combine the struggle for sovereignty with the struggle for human
rights and social justice. Thus, Mozambique is participating in
the Women and Law Research Project which is regionally coordinated covering six countries in Southern Africa. Mozambique,
like other countries in the region, continued to have pieces of
legislation which discriminate against women in terms of property ownership. Citizenship rights in this country, which is supposedly guided by revolutionary ideology, continue to discriminate against women. But the researchers in Mozambique,
both men and women, are working under a very constrained and
limited environment While a significant number of researchers
have taken refuge abroad, yet another number are abroad completing their post-graduates degrees. The CAS at Eduardo
Mondlane University, through its gender unit, is attempting to
overcome the problem of human resources through
utilising students in various research projects. Participation of students in researching on gender has some positive impact in creating gender
awareness. While the unit remains highly under-staffed, it has
managed to coordinate a number of research projects through involving student researchers. The gender-oriented research in
Mozambique is not being done as a matter of form to fulfil mere
academic needs. Most of the researchers have formed very close
42

Citizenship rights discriminate against women in
“revolutionary” Mo7.ambique: moving to a safer zone

links with other

organisations such as Organisation for ExecuEntrepreneur Women, Association for Housewives, the
Cooperative Movement, etc. They also work closely with the
women’s wing of Frelimo. The researchers in the gender unit participate in the informal group meetings of various NGOs which
have been taking an inventory of on-going WID projects.
The gender researchers in Mozambique face three main challengcs which constitute future priority areas for research. The
live and

war

has, and continues

to

displace the majority of people. This

creates

particular problem to

shelter,

in

tinues, the researchers
the
que

war.

women

and children in terms of

production and reproductive roles. While the war conare

wondering as to what will happen after

Like other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, Mozambi-

has been trapped by the World Bank and the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) package of Structural Adjustment
Programmes (S APs). While S APs are know for the negative impact on the social welfare of all the poor, particularly women and

children, the impact of SAPs in

a war-tom country

like Mozam-

bique needs special attention.
Related

to

the above problem is

statistics. For research

ning, there is
arc areas

a

the issue of appropriate gender

have any

impact on policy and planneed to have aggregated gender slaiisiics. These
to

which Mozambican researchers need support

in order
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to

develop their own research capacities at the same time as they
Zambia,

on

the other hand, has had advantage of having a sig-

nificantly large number of researchers who are engaged in gender
research. The Zambian women, like other women in the region,
came to realise that the ideology of Humanism did not challenge
gender inequities. Neither the constitution nor the legal system
protected women from discrimination. This is the context which
brought into being various research organisations such as Zambia Association for Research and
Women Association and

a

Development, the University

host of other associations which are

being coordinated by the NGO/coordinating committee. A research project by ZARD which identified discriminatory laws in
the Zambian constitution, for instance, was very much instrumental in the enactment of the Law of Inheritance Act Some

activists/researchers
some

Women and Violence have established

counselling services and provide shelter to physically

abused
^

on

Women creative writers have just founded an association to

facilitate their contribution in art and literature. While women

academics have been instrumental in incorporating

gender

perspectives in the academic programmes, Zambia is going
through two major crises which are affecting the research
process. Due to recession and inflation and its impact on the lives
of the people, the state in Zambia is going through a legitimacy
crisis. The multi-party debate and existing tensions at the university are but a symptom of this political crisis. The gender researchers in Zambia cannot ignore the impact and implications
of the political crisis on gender and particularly participation of
women in the multi-party debate.
Zambia, like the other neo-colonies in sub-Saharan Africa, has
been trapped into the IMF/World Bank SAP package. Gender
analysts need to immediately analyse the impact of S APs on men,
World

and has been dominated
few foreigners and few gender-wiented male scholars.
Few Malawi women academicians who have been posing gender
issues are mainly those in the Home Economics Department
whose orientation and training has not given them enough exposure to challenge gender inequities. There are, however, few
Malawi women abroad finishing their post-graduate studies.

Hopefully,

upon
before them.

completion, they will lake up the challenge

Malawi, like many other Southern African countries, has been
providing migrant labourers to the South Afirican mining industry. The present developments in South Aftica towards
negotiation and peaceful setdement, as well as labour crises in
the mining industry, will have some immediate impact on the
migrant labour. The gender implication of a post-apaitheid systern is a challenge to researchers in Malawi.
As a small country with land problems, Malawi has been

big burden of refugees from Mozambique.
problem of food security. The issue of
food security is yet another area demanding attention

fOTced to shoulder

women.

women

Gender research in Malawi is scanty

either by

facilitate action-oriented research processes.

and children in order to

come out

with alternatives to

Bank/IMF-sponsored SAPs.

This adds to its
household

a

own

by researchers.

of
engaged in gender-related research. It did not take
too long a time for women in Tanzania to realise that the Ujamaa
philosophy which was supposed to be an indigenous version of
traditional African socialism did not provide them with guarantee for equality. While Ujamaa was based on a belief of human
rights, the post-UJamaa pteriod continued to defend laws which
discriminated against women. Women scholars have been challenging a discriminative legal system, inequities in the educational system, inequities in access to resources including participation in the decision-making process. Research collectives such
Tanzania, like Zambia, has had quite a significant number

its researchers

Project (WRDP),
Project, the Tanzanian branch of the Association of African Women for Research

as

the Women Research and Documentation

the IDS Women Research and Documentation

Development (AAWORD), Women, Education and
Development (WED) Research Group, Treasury Women
Research and Consulting Group and a host of other women research groups have been challenging gender inequities in the
and

Tanzanian system.

Although the University of Dar-es-Salaam provided in the
early 1970s a venue for revolutionary debate, our esteemed
revolutionary academics never considered gender as an essential
conceptual problem. This is, despite glaring abuse of human
rights and open discrimination based on sex. A significant number of the intellectuals at the Hill have continued to resist incor-

p)oration of gender in the debates. Gender issues at the University of Dar-es-Salaam have remained essentially women issues.
Women in Zimbabwe found themselves sailing in the same
boat. While their
Gender

awareness

is

a

powerful force for change: at a

women’s conference in Harare
Sapem June, 1991

pwticipMtion in the struggle remains unques-

tioned, the revolutionary rhetoric has not been

translated into

political practice. The very constitution does not offer a commit43

ment to

gender equality. The legislation, specifically with regard
citizenship rights has
loopholes which discriminate against women.
to

property rights, inheritance and

Few

women

academics have started

challenging gender inequities in the system. The on-going research project on Women
and Law in Southern

Africa constitutes part of the larger struggle to bring socio-economic justice in Zimbabwean society. Like
Tanzania, very few male researchers in Zimbabwe have taken a
keen interest in

gender research. Most of whaf exists has, therefore, resulted from individual women or their research collec-

fives.
The Zimbabwe Women’s Action

Group has attempted to make
that of involving
through communicating various research findings in a simple readable language.
Speak Out magazine which is written in three languages, aims at
educating, mobilising artd sensitising both men and women on
various gender issues including information on health,
legal
aspects and human rights aspects.
The researchers focusing on gender issues in this
region are
confronted with one major problem which is also a challenge to
the struggle to bring about gender equity. As pointed out earlier,
gender awareness exists almost exclusively among women who
understandably constitute the subordinate group. Most of our
research action oriented. The strategy has been
the grass-root level in the research process

male intellectuals have either dismissed

gender or have consecondary issue which diverts attention from the
real problems of poverty and
under-developmenL Yet others consider gender issues as resulting from cultural imperialism due to
the fact that the research agenda on gender has been left to
feminist Africanists of the North who have had very little understanding of the .African cultural setting. Since the majority of
male scholars in this region, who also happened to be the
majority
of learned people, have ignored gender as a concept which needs
to be investigated and researched on,
gender has tended to be
women focus. Such focus does not
adequately analyse those
aspects which breed discrimination based on sex. The main challenge before us is to mobilise research efforts to facilitate a
sidered it

'

as a

broader focus from

centred approach to a gender
focused approach. Our intellectuals in this region ought to appreciate that it is no longer possible to suppress gender awareness which constitutes a powerful force for
change. It is pretenfious to debate on democracy and popular participation when the
female gender is being denied a right to participate in the management and the shaping of the society which
they labour to
reproduce. The subordinate status of the female gender negates
all jHinciples of human rights and democracy — the cultural setting notwithstanding.

Both

and

a women

participated in the struggles that led to
the liberation of the nations of this region. In countries where
wars of liberation were
fought like Mozambique, Angola
men

women

Namibia and Zimbabwe,
ment

women

,

in addition

population alive and reproducing what
44

to active involve-

in the war, had to bear an extra burden of
was to

keeping the

be the future

generation. The
is

not

status of women

during the post-colonial period

reflective of their earlier contribution in the liberation of

this region. This has not

only prevented the female gender from
benefiting from the friiits of independence but has and continues
to limit their capacity to contribute in the
development process.
Marginalisation of gender in research has furthered vulnerability of exploitation of the intellectuals specifically female

intellectuals of this continent by the intellectuals of the North.
Through cheap consultancies, female intellectuals have been collecfing data and information which is being used by the North to
further the

learning nee’ds of the North. It provides the North with

space to chart out the research agenda for the South and gives the
North the opportunity to perpetuate their

monopoly overproducwhich the South produces.
The above context explains why the amount of
energy invested
in the publication and production of
gender material. Most of
what exists remains in a mimeographic form with limited circulation. As indicated in the previous report, SAFES Trust,
through
tion of knowledge

the gender column, provided in the Southern
African Political

and Economic

Monthly (SAPEM) as well as the provision for a
taking up the challenge. While encouraging publication of gender material in the gender column, the
gender unit
is basically interested in promoting gender
equity in research and
publication. The unit is concerned that the voices of women
scholars from various disciplines in this region is not
being heard.
And worse still, their intellectual energy is
being exploited by the
North through making use of the raw data which
they labour to
collect. The unit is not only providing space for publication but
it is also attempting to collect documents from the
region to
book series is

provide a central place where researchers from the region can
easily have access to the existing research notes/reports.
Lack of sufficient publications on gender issues seem to be affecting initiatives to incorporate gender studies in the existing
academic programmes in the universities of this region. Like the
other countries covered during the first phase of the tour, incorpotation of gender studies has been left to few individual members with little institutional support.

Mozambique and Zambia
enjoy a more favourable institutional support. Although
a gender unit has been established within
CAS, it is too understaffed to have meaningful impact in terms of facilitating gender
studies at the Eduardo Mondlane University. In Zambia, the
university could not, but give room to the pressures which the
University Women Association was exerting upon it to have
gender incorporation in the academic programmes. The postgraduate programme in Women and Development which started
this year at the University of Malawi Chancellor college lacks
seem to

sufficient human

resources to meet

the demands. In Zimbabwe,

optional courses are offered now and then depending on staffing
position and the interest of individual course leaders. The University of Dar-es-Salaam lags far behind in terms of incorporating
gender studies in its teaching programmes.
Given this

background, the tasks ahead for the gender unit and
furthering gender equity remain
enormous. It is no longer possible to dismiss gender as an
important variable which needs to be researched,
published and communicated to the wider public, given the present struggles for social justice and human rights.O
for all institutions interested in
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SAFES RESEARCH

Democracy, Civil Society and the State:
Social Movements in Southern Africa
bandit and fascist-racist

Convenor:

Lloyd Sachikonye

elude all social

movements.

movements

This substantial list does

not

in-

that can be identified in Southern Africa, but

it contains the most

TEAM:

Blade Nzimande (South

Africa)
James Sikhosana (South Africa)
Donald Chanda (Zambia)
Louis Masuko (Zimbabwe)
Tefetso Mothibi (Lesotho)
Patrick Molutsi (Botswana)
Sulamo Tajir (Mozambique)
P. Magagula (Swaziland)
M. Chipeta (Malawi)

significant in political and social terms. Much imgathering of material on these movements is,
the studies need to go beyond the descriptive stage, illuminating though
this aspect of the project will be.
Several analytical issues arise in relating the formation and role of social movements to broad social processes. First, the internal structure
and dynamic of social movements require analytical attention. The
amorphousness of the structure movement has been a subject of much
debate. One position is that a social movement is the end result of a tranportant as the systematic

sition fium

more elementing forms of collective behaviour. Yet there
persist a tension between spontaneity and structure in a social
movement. Furthermore, it is difficult to
specify the amount of structure
necessary to distinguish a social movement from an interest group. Although some studies on social movements have spelt out the different

tends to

This research

project is to be launched in Harare, at a workshop in
August 1991, during which the concept papers will be discussed by a
team of researchers. For further details, contact SAFES Trust
(Programmes)

characteristics of different movements,

they have no t succeeded in positconcise conceptual definition which accounts for their amorphous
structure, tendency towards spontaneity and parochial interests and their
limitations as agents of sustained radical change. In this project, animportant objective will be to draw theoretical comparisons and con-

ing

1

Introduction

THIS^papter sets

out a research

proposal for analytical studies of soSouthern Africa. Although social
movements play a significant and visible role in the political and socioeconomic life of the region, there have been few systematic, analytical
analyses of their character, objectives, potential and limitations. Instead,
a large proportion of related social science research has tended to be concial

movements

in contemporary

fined to studies on the state and its myriad institutions, government
policies and the various post-independence "crises" (economic, agrarian
and political). The theoretical debates on under-development
theory and
on socialist transition in
developing societies did not place social movements at the centre of their concerns. With the exception of the focus
qn
the labour movement, there has been a relative neglect of research into
social movements in Southern Africa in spite of their crucial contributions to contemporary democratic struggles and to political and
economic developments. It is, therefore, one of the main arguments of
this research proposal that there exists considerable scope for detailed
theoretical, empirical and comparative studies on social movements in
Southern Africa. In this proposal, we define our problems and scope of
the envisaged studies, the organisation of the research and its methodology. We then discuss the significance and wider relevance of the studies.
The budget for the project is appended at the end of the proposal.

The Problem
The first aspect of the problem
address relates

to

plicity of social

the lack of
movements

which material will be
women,

which the envisaged studies intend to
systematic and adequate data on a multiin Southern Africa. The movements on

sought

are:

labour, peasant, student, youth,

coopterative, nationalist, sub-nationalist, liberation, religious.

a

elusions in order
social

to

strengthen the analytical framework for the study of

movements.

Second, the study of social movements should be related to the industrialisation transition process

in Southern Africa. This is a regionalRelatively higher levels of industrialisation can be
discerned in South Africa and Zimbabwe. The potential for a similar
process can be identified in Botswana, Zambia and Swaziland. The transition process sets in train crucial developments: the development of
capitalist agriculture on the basis of inequitable land-ownership structures, increased urbanisation resulting from the growth of manufacturing and mining sectors and service industries. What sort of social movements are generated by this transition process? What are the
specific
characteristics of the labour, peasant, student, nationalist, women (etc)
• movements which develop
during this transition from primarily
agrarian-based economies to partially industrialised ones? This project
will, therefore, analyse the character and objectives of social movements
in relation to the unevenness of the industrialisation process and partial
class formation. It will explore the various forms of reaction by social
movements to this transition process. This will
require, as we show
below, attention to their response to state economic and political
programmes and strategies of land-owners and employers and various
ideological apparatuses willrin the state and society.
Third, a particular focus will be required on the role of social movements in the process of transition to
independence in Southern Africa.
Although they did so in varying degrees, most social movements played
a role as
pressure groups within the independence movement and, therely

uneven process.

fore, influenced the character of the

movement.

elsewhere in Africa, the transition to

SapemJune, 1991

In Southern Africa,

independence

was a

as

significant
45

J

milestone in the

development of nationalism. How did the various

cial

contribute to the nationalist liberation movement and

movements

so-

how

were they themselves
shaped by the latter? It is expected that the
analytical examination of the role of social movements in the independence process will provide an explanation of the subsequent
demobilisation and incorporation of some of the movements in the postindependence period.
Fourth, this project intends to examine the role of social movements

in

post-independence struggles for the democratisation of political,

These institutions have, in turn,

imposed far-reaching conditonalities
euphemistically termed ’structural adjustment measures’ which often inelude currency devaluation, heavy reductions in government expenditure especially on social services, decontrol of prices, incomes and
wages and trade liberalisation. The constituency of social movements,
for example, labour, peasants, women and youth, are some of the worst
affected as a consequence of these measures. Students are adversely affected too. How have social movements been instrumental in resisting
the SAPs? What has been the counter-response

economic and cultural life in Southern Africa. In South Afirica, these

position? Comparative studies

struggles have

will illuminate the broader social

sharper in recent years; their objective is nothing
dismantling of apartheid and the installation of a
democratic, non-racial and majority-ruled South Africa. The envisaged
studies will analyse how and why the democratic spaces opened up at
independence elsewhere in Southern Africa were afterwards restricted.
grown

less than the

in

sought to
those restrictions on democratic space, for example, such as
those relating to the one-party state? What sort of alliances have social
movements constructed or entered in the
struggle for economic, political and cultural democratisation? How has the state
responded to these
struggles? This aspect of the study will also be illuminating in a comparati ve context if it explains why in some countries (South Africa, Zimbabwe and Zambia) these struggles are sharper and
why in others
(Malawi and Swaziland) they have, so far, been weaker?
Fifth, another dimension of our research problem concerns the role
of the social movement in the broader civil
society. We have hinted at
how partial and uneven the transition
process to industrialisation has
been. The limited nature of this process has a bearing on the character
and composition of civil
society institutions in the respective countries.
Here, we refer to such institutions as the organised labour movement,
peasant organisations, student bodies, churches, the press, cooperatives
and

and

so on

so

tive autonomy

forth. Have social

of civil society

movements

contributed

to

the rela-

have their incorporation into the state
development of civil society? Again, the comparative dimension in the studies should explain why the role of social
movements in civil society is
relatively stronger in some countries and
or

apparatus weakened the

Sixth, the linkage between social movements and civil society should
state.

at

another level

Here, by state

manent

we

namely the movements’ relation with the
refer not to government per se but to the per-

institutions of government and the concomitant ensemble of

class relations which have been embedded in these same institutions.
Have social movements preserved their
autonomy vis-a-vis the state or ^
has there been a tendency for their
co-optation or demobilisation by the
state? How

explain either tendencies of incorporation or
answers to these questions throw light on the
character of the post-independence state itself and
especially its propensity towards the incorporation of social movements possessing a potential for mobilising opposition and a
counter-hegemony to it A comparative perspective would provide a basis for
explaining the variations in
the autonomy from, or
incorporation of social movements into, the state
can

we

demobilisation? The

structures.

Finally, a dimension of our research problem concerns a conjunctural
issue: the

impact of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs)
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(primarily the World Bank

and the International

project envisages

some

10 national

case

studies of the above-

mentioned 12 social movements. The 10 countries to be covered

are

An-

gola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland,
Zambia, Zimbabwe and South Africa. Some of the national

case

studies

all the social movements. For example, there do not exist
Southern Africa such prominent sub-nationalist move-

may not cover
elsewhere in
ments as

IrUcatha

or

fascist-racist

one

like the AWB except

in South
Angola

Africa. The so-called ‘bandit movements’ have been active in
and

Mozambique (and until 1987) in Zimbabwe but not elsewhere.
movements were restricted only to some of the

Likewise, liberation
countries in the

region.

fri this section,

we

jjrovide

issues which the national

ditional
the

case

a

condensed

account

of the main specific

studies will address. These issues

are

ad-

the broad theoretical and

comparative aspects discussed in
preceding section. However, the range of specific research issues
to

defined here is
ments

not

exhaustive; the different trajectories of social move-

in the different countries would necessitate different levels of

analytical emphasis; there will also be variations in the significance of
objective of this project, however, is to integrate
the broad regional theoretical and comparative aspects and the more
detailed specific case studies.
the issues. An overall

1

The Labour Movements
Research on the labour movement should examine (firstly) the
development of trade unions and other worker institutions and relate this
to the historical specificity of working-class formations in Southern
Africa: the phenomena of labour migration and its concomitant "workerpeasants". Secondly, a more extended focus on how the labour process
has impinged on the character and objectives of the movement would
be required. Thirdly, the implications of the differentiation within the
working-class for union mobilisation, class solidarity and broader social
struggles in alliance with other movements should be explored. Finally,
studies should also assess the problematic of state corporatist strategies
directed specifically towards the labour movement. Here, by corporatist
strategy we mean the creation by the state of some form of worker movement "usually with official financing, compulsory membership and the
setting of strict boundaries to the sectors they cover".

on so-

cial movements and the latter's
response. Most countries in Southern
Africa have resorted to
borrowing from international financial institu-

tions

Scope of the Studies

This

weaker in others in Southern Africa.
be extended

specific conjuncture.

The

In what ways and to what extent have social movements
remove

a

of the state to this opthis aspect of the research problem
and p>olitical role of social movements

on

Monetary Fund).

The Peasant Movement
Studies should explore the development of peasant-based movements
or

organisations with particular attention to the alliances they have
Sapem June, 1991

entered into with other social

forces; and the constraints which peasants

condition

mere,

or

reflection of the relative

need for the

v^akness of peasants? Further-

nuanced

movement? Finally, studies should attempt
analysis of peasant struggles for autonomy and material

We should look for the basis of the peasant movement in what

The

have been termed

"everyday forms of resistance... it is rare for peasant
to risk an outright confrontation with the authorities over taxes,
cropping patterns, development policies or onerous tax laws; instead they are
likely to nibble away at such policies by non-compliance, foot-dragging
deception. In place of land division, they prefer piecemeal squatting, in
place of open mutiny, they prefer desertion; in place os attacks on public
or private grain stores,
they prefer pilfering
Such low-profile techniques are admirably suited to the social structure of the peasantry — a
class scattered across the countryside, lacking formal organisation and
best equipped for extended, gyerilla-style, defensive campaigns of attri.

.

The strengtlis

Cooperative Movement

The

cooperative movement as an alternative economic and social
and ideological model has also been a relatively neglected area

structure

of research. Thus, there exists scope

for analytical studies of cooperaSuccessful cooperative models
basis of socialist organisation of produc-

tive forms of p'oduction and distribution.
may

well bear within them

tion and distribution. At tlie

a

same

time, the structural constraints under

which

cooperatives ojxiratc require specification so that strategies to
them may be devised. Specific case studies would focus in detail
on relations between cooperatives and the state, between
cooperatives
and capitalist firms, the social basis of the cooperative movement and
its linkages with such other social movements as labour and peasant

..

remove

tion".

ces

develop a broader base beyond the
ptedominantly petit-bourgeois feminist liberation

movement.

mobilisation of the peasant
a

struggle against institutional and gender oppres-

women movement to

rather limited but

what have been the implications of social differentiation for the

resources.

women

sion; the possibilities of linkages between women organisations md
such movements as labour, student and liberation movements; and the

advancing their own specific interests. More broadly, to what extent has the legacy of the unresolved agrarian question been

a

in which

ways

have encountered in

and limitations of peaiant-based movements or allianby these characteristics. Finally, why was it not

movements.

would be affected

difficult

to

demobilise the peasantry

crucial role in the liberation

in those states where they played
struggle?

a

Movement for

Multi-Party Democracy (MMD)

This movement, which

emerged recently, is both broad-based and
amorphous and its immediate context is the critique of tlic one-party state
The Student Movement

model in Africa. The

There have been very

few studies focusing on the development of the
student movement and its linkages with the labour, peasant, nationalist
and youth movements amongst others. This lacuna should be filled.
Studies should usefully explore the radicalism of the student movement
as

well

as

strained

its limitations. A fertile field of

enquiry would be the often

relationship between the student movement and the state. This

could illuminate the social basis of the former’s radicalism and (sometimes

adventurism) and the latter’s intolerant authoritarianism.

ment,

The difficult economic conditions within Southern Africa make the

tible

to manipulation by powerful social forces
including political parengaged in projects to construct an authoritarian populist order. It
is, however, not clear-the extent to which such a socially marginalised,
amorphous social group can be said to constitute a movement. To the
degree that youth form a distinct movement or part of an alliance of
movements, they require close study. Research should explore the social basis of youth-based movements, the constramts to their development but also the possibility of linkages between them and such move-

of this

ties
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movement

or

Internal civil

tern-

a

in Malawi and Swaziland?

Rebel Movements

in some of the states (Angola, Mozambique and
Zimbabwe) were characterised by the formation of externally-sp»nsored bandit movements. Research should focus on a number of
questions. It should ex unine the nature of the linkages between these
movements and both the imperialist
powers (e.g US) and the sub-imperialist power (South Africa). What are the regional strategies of these
powers and what role are their surrogates sprccifically playing in the implemcntation of those strategies? Just as important is the necii to unravel
wars

until 1987,

».

explore the development of women-based organisations or movements with reference to the operative stractural constraints which obstruct women’s access to economic and political power.
The extent to which women organisations, like in the case of youth, can
be said to constitute a movement is aquestion that needs to be addressed.
So are these questions: the degree to which women have been vulnerable
to manipulatiim by authoritarian and populist
pxrlitical organisations; the

coalition of forces united in

students and sections of the national bourgeoisie are playing

The Bandit

those of labour and students.

Case studies should

a

agitation for a return to a multi-party system. Ceitain
questions will require particular attention. For instance, docs the n,ultiparty movement possess any other agenda apart from the demand that
the one-party system should go? In other words, what are the iniierent
limitations of this movement? Finally, what explains llie muted growtli

youth particularly vulnerable to unemployment and socio-economic
marginalisation. These conditions also make this social group suscep-

The Women Movement

is

central role in the

The Youth Movement

ments as

movement

alliances to agitate for the re-introduction of the multi-party systern (in Zambia and Tanzania, for example) and against the establishment
of a rte jure one-party system (in Zimbabwe). The resonance of the arguments against the one-party state model has gained added weight
against the background of the erosion of hegemony of the ruling elites
in one-party states especially as the economic squeeze tightens further.
Research on this topical area would ascertain the social basis of iliis
coalition of social movements. In Zambia, for example, the labou'- moveporary

'

the social basis of the bandit

movements

themselves. What social,

economic and

political grievances have existed to be exploited by the
leadership of Unita, Renamo, Super Zapu and by the impcriali.st powers?
Could the resilience of the internal social base of these movements be

explained by the persistence of those grievances which the incumbent
governments have either ignored or failed to address? How could the.se
47

civil

such

peace

this

v»-ar-ravaged societies be reconstructed in the event of successful
negotiations? Finally, what possibilities exist for similar externally-backed but internally-rooted bandit movranents in Namibia and South
Ah^ica and how could

they be pre-empted?

one

labour, peasant and youth been incorporated into
implications? The weapon of violence is
coercive instrument employed by this movement. How has the
movements as

movement

and with what

leadership of the

managed to mobilise the membership and
legitimacy amongst the Zulu? What will be the
legacy of the factional violence which Inkatha triggered off? And do any
possibilities exist of the incorporation of Inkatha into a broad democratic
movement

what is the basis of its

The Nationalist Movement
Case studies could

explore the development of the nationalist movepaying particular attention to its capacity to mobilise and weld
together (even though temporarily) the various social forces: peasants,
workers, students, youth, women, petit and national bourgeoisie. In an
era when
nauon-building is vitiated by ethnic divisions, nepotism,
regionalism artd compradorial tendencies, studies on the nationalist
movement would reveal its dynamics and
integrative potential. Such

front?

ment

-

studies would also reveal the inherent limitations of the nationalist
movement as a

broad coalition of different social interests. The jjrocess

whereby the petit-bourgeoisie largely succeeded in constituting the
leadership of the movements requires exploring. It would throw light on
the possibilities of aligrunents and leadership of national popular allianCCS

aimed

at

the construction of

more

democratic forms of government

and

society. In short, studies on the nationalist movement would not only
provide an integrated perspective of the social basis of the various movements but also their inherent
strengths and limitations.
C'

The Liberation Movement
The historical

development of white-settler colonialism in Southern
variety of this colonialism different from that in much
of Africa. It required the armed liberation struggle to dislodge the settiers from political power in Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia
(and now) in South Africa. The principal vehicle of this variant of independence struggle was the liberation movement. But there exist few
Africa made the

studies

on

the transformation of nationalist

movements

and

on

student, labour and

how the various social
so

forth)

were

movements

into liberation

(peasant, youth,
subsumed under it during the strugmovements

gle. The organisational structures of the liberation movement itself require analytical study; to what extent were they democratic, or conversely, commandist and authoritarian?
The ideology of socialism was subscribed to, at least on the rhetorical level, within liberation movements. However, to what

the socialist model taken

seriously within the

degree

was

movements and what

the liberation

movements on

the

morrow

of

lates

peasants, cooperative structures (in ‘liberated zones’), to the

Independence requires scrutiny. Why

it relatively easy
to disband the various particular social groups at indeptendence? This reto

(AWB)

One product of settler colonialism has been the
development of a fascist movement amongst whites in South Africa. It is called AWB and it
not

only rejects the concepts of negotiations with blacks and the crea-

tion of a democratic, non-racial South Africa but also espouses violence
as an instrument to
preserve apartheid and white domination. A case

study should explore the social basis of this movement and its piotential
capacity to disrupt the process towards substantive negotiations and the
dismantling of apartheid. What measures could be devised to pre-empt
its derailment of the transition process to a democratic
government in
South Africa? How can the linkages between AWB operatives and black
factional violence be severed?

Religious Movements
Case studies on religious movements within Southern Africa would
bring to light an important force in the ptolitical and cultural life of the
region. Mainstream churches have played a crucial role in the struggles
against apartheid. However, there has been a proliferation of independent African churches which is an expression of dissatisfaction with
the mainstream Christian churches with roots in the West. Studies should
unravel the charactoistics and

objectives of these churches. To what exproved to be a progressive or conservative movement? In what ways have they been instrumental in contributing to the cultural autonomy or liberation of their followers? What links
do they have with the more progressively inclined social movements?
tent

have

religious

movements

Methodology and Organisation of the Study
The first part

of this study will be taken up with readings of theoreticomparative material relating to social movements in developing societies. This exercise will be carried out between March and
August 1991. It is envisaged that a common core of this theoretical and
comparative literature will be disseminated to researchers contributing
to thb project. In addition, each
participating researcher will collect
secondary material on social movements in each country in Southern
cal and

struggles existed within them over the ‘nationalist’ and ‘socialist’ paths?
Furthermore, the demobilisation of

The Fascist-Racist Movement

was

youth and women (who had become increasingly active rather than marginalised). Could any lessons of the demobilisation process in Angola,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Namibia be drawn for the South African
liberation movements?

Africa. On the basis of the theoretical,

comparative and country specific
their first draft on literature
review on social movements in their countries. A first
meeting to discuss
the findings of this research will be organised in September 1991 in
Harare. This would be the first meeting under a regional convener of 10
researchers from Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique,
material, researchers will be able

to

prepare

Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe. It will be on

The Sub-Nationalist Movements
For
nic

or

want

of a better teni\ the movements

the basis of the
are

vehicles o( strong elh-

sub-nationalist sentiments and

divisive political tendencies is

political action. Their potential for
high. An example is the Zulu cultural and

political movement, Inkatha. What is the social basis of this movement?
What interests and sentiments does it articulate? To what extent have
48

will go on to

September meeting and revised papers that researchers
the second stage of the project, namely the formation of

national teams for extensive national
studies will

require

case

studies. The national

case

field work and library research. Such field
work will include interviews with the leadership and membership of social movements and an examination of their publications and records.
some
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Library research would include a perusal of newspaper cuttings, unpublished material and related sources. It is envisaged that that stage of
the project would take about six months. The national case studies should
have their field work completed by March 1992 and the next 3 months
be devoted to the writing up of final reptorts. Those final reports would
then be discussed at a workshop in September 1992 at a venue to be
decided. The publication of the reports as chapters in a book will follow
in December 1992.

Significance and Relevance of the Study
This study on social movements under the auspices of a regional research project is the first of its kind in Southern Africa to the best of our
upon indigenous scholars to work on a
been systematically and adequately studied, this
study therefore contributes to the developmentof local research capacity
in the region.
In a broader context, the study aims to address some of the issues that
have been rttised in the theoretical and empirical literature on social
movements. Here, we briefly consider some of the salient questions
posed in that literature. It is a literature in which some gaps still remain
over issues of definition. Frank and Fuentes, for example, fudge over
the definition of ‘social movements’ and limit their analysis to a description and evaluation of their functional roles and limitations. The impression is therefore created that any social group with some definable cause
can be characterised as ‘a social movement’. This is unsatisfactory. Be-

knowledge. In drawing largely
field that has not yet

conceptual ambiguity which characterises the discussion on ‘soestimation of their capacity to
attain movement goals and to substitute the role of the state. As Frank
and Fuentes have argued:

sides

cial movements’, there also exists a naive

They do not regard the state or its institutions and particular
membership or militancy in political parties as adequate or oppropriate institutionsfor the pursuit of their aims. Indeed, much
of the membership andforce of contemporary social movements
is the reflection of people’s disappointment with — and their
search for alternatives to the political process, political parties,
the state and the capture of state power in the West, South and

steady erosion of their power because of their ambiguous position
political alliances and the institutionalisation of their structures. In
the former West Germany, the recent electoral setbacks of tlic Green
Party confirm the weakness of social movements which disdain the establishment of institutional structures and political alliances to struggle
for political power.
the

over

In the African context, the debate has also centred

on

whether social

should refrain from

participation in political party and state
structures in their democratic struggles. A limitation in one perspective
in the debate is that it could also easily exaggerate the capacity of social
movements in the social transformation process. While it is possible to
agree that "the existence of a crisis in Africa demands that attention be
directed to the subjective factor in African Development", this does not
remove the problematic of institutionalising the power and influence the
social movements may have won in their struggles. This cannot be
solved through the boycott of politics, ptolitical parties, alliances and the
state. As one critic of the over-estimation of the capacity of social movements to substitute the state has argued, there is an clement of escapism
in this position;
In under-playing the centrality of the African petty bourgeoisie
as the inheritor of state power at independence; ignoring the
pivotal role that this class is bound to play in this current historical coryuncture: the extent to which the "popular classes" appear
either marginalised, outclassed or hegemonised in the process;
the over-zealous attempt to project the social movements (of
wage-earners and peasants) as an alternative force to romantic
and self-indulgent commitment to an apocalyptic era which is to
be ushered in through the agency ofsocial movements.
The argument here is for a more sober assessment of the potential of

movements

social movements but also their limitations

as

vehicles for social trans-

formation.

The critique of the "eulogising" of social movements must be read in
conjunction with other analyses which counsel against an exaggerated
view of the revolutionary capacity of social movements. These analyse
the corporatist and clientilistic tendencies of the state towards social
movements.

The observations made in relation to

some

authoritarian

political systems in late-industrialising societies should be taken into
consideration:

East.

One sees the large-scale persistence of personalistic, particularistic politics and large-scale political corruption always

It is

associated with it, such

arguable whether this alleged and-statism and ‘and-politics’ is
most social movements and particularly those in
developing sociedes. We have alluded to the crucial role played by such
movements as labour, students and peasants in the nadonalist and liberation movements and post-independence democratic movements in
Africa. Disillusionment with state policies and authoritarian polidcal
structures has not dampened struggles for polidcal space and state power
by coalidons of social and political movements. This project intends,
through empirical studies and thcoredcal reflecdon, to sharpen the cridque of the above posidon.
An (logical) extension of the argument of the subsdtute of the state
by social movements is the argument that:
characteristic of

They (the movements) step in where institutions do not exist, or
where they fail to serve,or violate and contradict people's interests. Often social movements step in where angels fear to tread.
Finally, Frank and fuentes are dismissive of potendally construedve
linkages between social movements and between them and the intclligenisia. This over-estimation oPthe capacity of social movements is
contradicted by historical and contemporary experiences. In Eastern
Europe, social movements (Neus Fonim in the former GDR, Civil
Forum in Czechoslovakia and Solidarsnosc in Poland) have witnessed
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politics incorporating rather than ininto the political arena. The incorporative
process may take a variety cfforms such as the'persistence of
clientelistic political organisation which cut across and weaken
the more horizontal, class-based forms of political representation; the vertical populistic mobilisation of the lower classes by charismatic leaders; the manipulation and control ofparts
of the trade union movement by the state and the direct control
by the state ofparts the mass media, the higher education and of
other voluntary organisations etc. (Mouzelis, 1986)
Thus, the possibilities of the co-option of social movements into
populist party structures and into the state tend to be underestimated in
those analyses which attribute radical voluntarism and unbounded
autonomy to social movements. Southern Africa would provide cases
where such incorporation has occurred but also where struggles persist
against this process.
The study wades into the above debate insofar as it intends to develop
a theoretical framework for this study as well as explore the possibilities
of linkages between the various social movements and their relations
with the Slate. To that extent, the study will contribute to the theoretical
and empirical analyses of social forces whose role has tended to be underplayed in the past. The relevance of the study therefore goes beyond
tegrating

new strata

the conclusions drawn from the

case

studies

on

Southern Africa.
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majority of the peasants (Ibid.). In Mozambique, the first important policy options — to transform the liberation front
into a Marxist-Leninist avanJe-garde party, to "modernise"
agriculture into

Footnotes
1.

In this paper we understand the concept 'social movement’ to
denote

wide

variety of collective attempts to bring about change
entirely new order. When the concept
first came into use in the 19th Century, its more
specific meaning
in

a

society

was

that the social

new

cooperatives and state farms rather than distributing land deserted
by Portuguese settlers — dealt a blow to the old alliance (Ibid.).

or to create an

industrial

referred

movement

Beckman (1988) has counselled

the movement of the

to

working class (Hermele, 1968). This

privileged

narrow
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